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Abstract
The Semantic Web aims to provide a more intelligent web by automatically combining
information from di erent, heterogeneous systems. To overcome the barriers posed by
this heterogeneity it is necessary to have some kind of automatic integration system.
This system not only needs to provide integration services on the syntactic level, but also
has to provide integration of the di erent semantics. This thesis introduces a model for
encoding semantics that is based on cognitive principles. Building on this cognitive model
a semantic similarity measure is de ned that makes it possible to compare the semantics
of two or more data sources in order to provide integration services. To show that the
approach is usable in real-world situations it is applied to data from the land-use and
land-cover domain. Evaluation of this application proves that the cognitive model and
semantic similarity measure provide semantically valid results.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The rise of the Internet and other forms of global communication have made it easier
to communicate, exchange information and collaborate across national borders. While
this has eased and improved all areas of life it has also created additional problems
when information systems from di erent countries, rms or other institutions try to work
together. These problems stem from the fact that each of these institutions has in the
past created its own information system with its own data structures and interfaces to the
rest of the world. If these institutions wish to collaborate then they have to nd a way
to translate between their data structures and interfaces. This is a time-consuming and
dicult process that has to be repeated for every new system that needs to be integrated.

1.1.1 Heterogeneous Data Sources
The diculties in integrating di erent systems arise from the fact that the involved groups
have slightly di erent views of the domain, have varying intentions as to what the data
structure will be used for and also have di erent prior experience with building such
systems. All these factors combine to create data structures that while describing the
same domain are nevertheless di erent enough to make it hard to combine these data
structures into one homogeneous system.
While this has always been true it used to be harder to exchange data since it had to
be physically transferred from the data provider to the data user. Integration was then
just another small step in the data transfer process. With the rise of the Internet as a
communication and collaboration platform accessing remote data became much easier and
thus the integration problem more pressing. This is especially true as the future vision of
a semantic web[BernEtAl01] requires that systems automatically integrate multiple data
sources to intelligently answer user requests.

1.1.2 Data Integration
Data integration is the process of determining which di erences exist between the data
sources, nding solutions how to overcome them and nally integrating the data. On the
data level the di erences that can arise have various forms such as
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Di erent representations used for encoding the data. While this seemingly only
involves rewriting the data in the other representation it can be problematic when
one of the two representation provides constructs that are not available in the other.
 Di erent constraints on the data. Data from one of the two sources may not be
valid data if the constraints from the second source are applied to it.
 Di erent data types or units of measure for the same attribute. While this is easily
solvable using transformational algorithms this will always lead to a certain loss of
information.
The data sources also need to be integrated on the schema level. The problems involved
are similar to those described in [Klei01]
 Di ering scope of concepts means that the concepts have the same name but the
sets of individuals that belong to the concepts are not equal.
 Di ering modelling styles have their roots in the fact that di erent views of the
domain and intentions lead to di ering modelling styles.
 Di erent terminology covers such problems as the uses of synonyms and homonyms
which make integration harder since equivalent or di erent names do not immediately imply equality or inequality.
The problems on the schema level are much harder to solve especially automatically since
they require an understanding of the semantics of the schemas.

1.2 Objectives
In order to automatically integrate existing data sources it is necessary to also provide a
system for the integration of the semantics of the data sources and this in turn requires
that the semantics are encoded in a way that can be processed automatically. One way is
to use ontologies[Grub93] to describe the semantics of the schemas and then to use these
descriptions for the integration process.
This thesis introduces a methodology for encoding semantics in ontologies that aims to
maximise the expressiveness of the semantic representation. Building on this semantic
representation a semantic similarity algorithm is presented that makes it possible to automatically calculate the semantic similarity between two concepts from two di erent
ontologies. From the results of this semantic similarity comparison the semantically most
similar concepts for two ontologies can be determined. This is then used to translate data
from one schema into the other schema.
What sets this semantic similarity algorithm apart from existing approaches is that it
is grounded in a cognitive model and can at the same time be implemented eciently.
The cognitive grounding guarantees that the results that the algorithm gives are similar
to those that would be provided by a human. At the same time the semantic similarity
algorithm has been successfully implemented and tested in a system for the integration of
land-use and land-cover data. Existing systems either do not have a cognitive grounding
or have problems when implemented.

1.3 Terminology

3

1.3 Terminology
Most of the examples in this thesis and the application described in chapter 5 have been
taken from the domain of land-use and land-cove r data sets. Land-use and land-cover data
sets consist of sets of polygons that cover an area of interest. While land-use actually
only refers to those areas that are actively used by humans such as agricultural or urban
areas and land-cover describes the natural areas such as glaciers, forests and rivers in this
thesis the term land-use and land-cover will either be written in its abbreviated form as
LUC or simply as land-use. The di erent land-uses that exist in the area of interest are
assigned to land-use categories which are themselves arranged in a usually hierarchical
structure called a land-use catalogue.
The semantic similarity algorithm itself works on ontologies a term that is de ned in
chapter 2. These ontologies consist of concepts that are also arranged in a hierarchical
structure. Thus when the semantics of land-use catalogues are encoded in ontologies the
categories become concepts. While this thesis tries to use only the word concepts when
dealing with ontologies and categories only for land-use categories when ontologies of
land-use catalogues are discussed the terms are sometimes used interchangeably.

1.4 Overview
This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 gives an introduction into ontologies, their
foundations in Description Logics and ontology modelling principles. Chapter 3 looks
at existing algorithms for automatic data integration and analyses their strengths and
weaknesses. In chapter 4 the semantic similarity algorithm is presented together with
some information on the cognitive models that form its grounding and also an evaluation
of the algorithm's results. An application of the semantic similarity algorithm has been
developed and is described in chapter 5. Finally chapter 6 presents conclusions that have
been drawn from the development of the semantic similarity algorithm.
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2 Ontologies as Semantic Storage
Current computer systems deal with information in a very static manner. The semantics of
the data are encoded in the algorithms dealing with the data and in the documentation
describing the algorithms and data. They are only accessible to the people who work
with and develop the algorithms and data structures. The algorithms themselves have
no understanding of the semantics and this limits the exibility of the algorithms since
to change the semantics the algorithms have to be changed. To increase the exibility
and power of these algorithms it is necessary for them to gain an understanding of the
semantics of the datas that are involved. This requires that the semantics are speci ed
and stored in a form that is accessible to algorithms and the formalism that this thesis
will concentrate one is the ontology as a semantic storage system.
Originally ontology was the study of the existence of entities and is the most fundamental
branch of metaphysics. This is important since when the term was acquired by the articial intelligence and knowledge representation communities the basic meaning was kept
but reduced in scope and made less abstract to increase its useability in computer systems.
The currently accepted de nition is by [Grub93] and [UschGrun96] as a shared formal
speci cation of domain knowledge which contains all important aspects of ontologies as
they are understood in the knowledge representation eld today
 Most important is that they deal only with domain knowledge. This implies that
they only describe a limited domain of knowledge. They say nothing about what
may or may not be true for entities outside this domain.
 They are formal meaning that they are based upon formally speci ed constructs.
This is important since it allows algorithmic use and therefore the use in computer
systems.
 They are speci cations of knowledge. The knowledge described within the ontology
does not have to re ect the real world fully, but it is speci ed as being correct within
the scope of the ontology.
 They are shared. This is an extension of the speci cation aspect. The knowledge,
which may or may not be true for the real world, is assumed to be true by all those
who have agreed upon that knowledge and therefor commit to it. Those applications
and users who do not commit to the ontology can ignore the knowledge.
In their dealings with knowledge ontologies restrict themselves to concepts and their
relations. Di erent formalisms and languages have been developed within the ontology
eld to facilitate this. In this thesis the focus will be on those that have their foundation
in the eld of Description Logics.
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2.1 Description Logics
Description Logics have developed from research started in the 1970s on knowledge representation systems [NardBrac03]. At the time there were two main ideas on how to
structure knowledge. The rst one was that rst-order logic should be used to give a
very precise de nition to the concepts and relations of entities in the real world. The
other approach was in uenced by the desire to have a representation that is closer to
the way that humans structure knowledge. The second approach mostly took the form
of semantic networks [Quil67] or frame based systems [Mins81]. The problem with these
systems was that although they were very appealing due to their human cognition centred
origins they lacked a precise characterisation of their semantics. Work by [Haye79] led
to the realisation that frame systems could be given basic semantics by using rst-order
logic. Additionally it was found [BrachLev85] that only a restricted subset of rst-order
logic was necessary and that this restriction had useful implications for the complexity
of reasoning on such constructs. After this research in the Description Logics area began
under the name of terminological systems with the emphasis on the basic terminological
de nition. Attention then moved to the concept forming aspects under the name of concept languages and nally with the attention moving to the underlying logical system the
name Description Logics (DL) became popular.

2.1.1 Description Logics Languages
Many di erent sub-languages of Description Logics exist. They vary in their expressiveness and thus also in the complexity of reasoning on them, but all are based on atomic
concepts and atomic roles that can be combined into complex descriptions using concept constructors. [SchmSmol91] de ne the language AL to be the smallest DL language
that provides a practical use. In the following de nitions A and B shall signify atomic
concepts, R atomic roles and C, D concept de nitions. The language AL is de ned in
[BaaderNutt03] as
C; D

!

j (the atomic concept)
> j (the universal concept)
? j (the bottom concept)
:A j (atomic negation)
C u D j (intersection)
8R:C j (value restriction)
9R:> j (limited existential quanti
A

cation)

As an example of what can be expressed with this language we assume that Water
and Flowing are atomic concepts. Based on these two we can now de ne a River to
be Water u Flowing and a Lake to be Water u :Flowing. Additionally with 8
hasWater.> and 9 hasWater.? we can de ne those water areas that have water and
those that are dried out.

2.1 Description Logics
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The AL language can be extended or restricted by adding or removing constructors.
Examples of more restricted languages are F L which disallows negation and F L0 which
also removes the limited existential quanti cation. The following constructs can be added
to AL to increase its expressiveness
 Union of concepts (C t D) is written as U ,
 Full existential quanti cation (9 R.C) is written as E ,
 Number restrictions  n and  n meaning that the number of concepts lling a
property must be at most or at least n written as N ,
 Negation of arbitrary concepts (:C ) written as C .
Thus the AL family of languages consists of AL[U ][E ][N ][C ]. Not all of these languages
are semantically distinct, for example union and full existential quanti cation can be
described by negation and vice versa. This means that all AL languages can be written as
[U ][E ][N ] and since [U ][E ] are equivalent to [C ] the family is usually written as AL[C ][N ].

2.1.2 Formalisms
The basic formalisms for Description Logics are the TBox and the ABox. In the TBox the
terminology of the knowledge base is de ned, while the ABox contains assertions about
individuals in the knowledge base. This thesis will focus on the aspects of the TBox since
the remaining parts of this thesis will con ne themselves to dealings on terminologies and
not individuals.
A TBox contains a set of terminological axioms which de ne how concepts and roles are
related to each other, with the most general terminological axioms being
C  D and C  D

The rst axiom is called inclusion and the second one equality. By restricting the left
hand side to an atomic concept the equality axiom can be specialised.
River  Water u Flowing
These are called de nitions and the left side of the equality is called a symbolic name.
A set of terminological axioms is only a valid TBox if each symbolic name is de ned
only once. The symbolic names simplify the construction of large knowledge bases since
complex de nitions can be reused in other de nitions. Figure 2.1 shows an example of
a TBox. It demonstrates four basic constructors. First a River is de ned as the set of
those things that are at the same time Water and Flowing. Then a Lake is de ned as
those things that are Water but not Flowing. The next de nition adds the handling
of properties and the ability to de ne constraints on their cardinality as in the Forest
de nition which says that a Forest must have at least one tree. Finally the Coniferous

8
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River
Lake
Forest
ConiferousForest






Water ^ Flowing
Water ^ :Flowing
Vegetation ^  1 hasTree
Forest ^ 9hasTree.Coniferous

Figure 2.1: TBox example

Forest shows the ability to de ne restrictions on property ranges when it is de ned that
at least one tree must be Coniferous.
An ABox would contain information on individuals in the knowledge base. For example
River(danube)
de nes that the individual danube exists and is an instance of the concept River.

2.1.3 Reasoning
The advantage of using Description Logics in a knowledge base is that its axioms can
be translated into rst-order logic. This means that inference can be used to make the
implicit knowledge contained in the axioms explicit.
Four main inferences exist in Description Logics
 Satis ability. A concept C is satis able with respect to a TBox if there is a model
of the TBox so that the set of elements of concept C in the model is not empty.
 Subsumption. A concept D subsumes a concept C if the set of elements of C is a
subset of the set of elements that D describes with respect to a TBox.
 Equivalence. Two concepts C and D are equivalent if the sets of elements are equal
with respect to a TBox.
 Disjointness. Two concepts C and D are disjoint if the intersection of their sets of
elements is the empty set.
Of these four inferences satis ability and subsumption are used most. Satis ability because when updating a Knowledge Base by adding, removing or changing concepts it is
important to know whether the new or changed concept is a valid concept within the
TBox and also whether other existing concepts have become invalid through the addition
or change. For example if you add the concept
BrokenRiver  River u :Flowing

2.1 Description Logics
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to the TBox then this concept is not satis able with respect to the TBox since the set of
things which are rivers are de ned to be owing and thus no individuals can exist that
are rivers but do not ow.
The other key inference subsumption is used to calculate the hierarchy of concepts according to their generality. Additionally all of the other inferences can be reduced to
concept subsumption
C is unsatis able
C and D are equivalent
C and D are disjoint

,
,
,

C is subsumed by ?
C is subsumed by D and D is subsumed by C
C u D is subsumed by ?

In addition if a Description Logics language provides full negation of concepts then all
inferences can be reduced to unsatis ability
C is subsumed by D
C and D are equivalent
C and D aredisjointg

,
,
,

C u D is unsatis able
both (C u :D) and (:C u D) are unsatis able
C u D is unsatis able

The advantage of having full negation in a Description Logics language is that the
reasoning on these languages can be performed by so called tableau-based algorithms
[SchmSmol91]. To use these all inferences have to be reduced to unsatis ability and
thentableauu-based algorithms can be used to solve them. Since most modern Description Logics languages provide this construct a lot of research has gone into developing
ecient algorithms for tableau-based reasoning [BaaderEtAl94], [Horr98], [HorrPate99]
and [HaarMoll01a].

2.1.4 Open world reasoning
One important aspect to keep in mind when dealing with reasoning in Description Logics
languages is that they all follow an open world assumption. This is especially important
since knowledge representation systems bear a super cial similarity with database systems. The TBox is similar to the database schema and the ABox similar to the data in
the database. The important di erence is that databases use closed-world assumptions
when answering queries. In a database if there is no individual that ful ls the query criteria then the assumption is that such an individual does not exist and that the statement
that no such individual exists is true. On the other hand in the open-world reasoning of
Description Logics if no individual ful ls the query criteria then the implication is that
there is a lack of information. It is not possible to deduce that since the query is not
ful lled the negation of the query is true. Absence of proof is not proof of absence. This
has to be taken into account when querying Description Logics knowledge bases.
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2.1.5 Expressive Description Logics
The Description Logics of the AL family, while good for explanation purposes is ill-suited
for real world applications since it lacks a number of constructs that are useful in real-world
applications. To this end the S family of languages will be presented. The S languages are
created from ALC by addition of transitively closed primitive roles [Satt96] and derives
its name from its relationships with the propositional (multi) modal logic S 4(m) [Schi91].
This language can be extended with the following capabilities [HorrEtAl00a]
 Inverse roles symbolised by the letter I ,
 A role hierarchy symbolised by the letter H ,
 Quali ed number restrictions on roles symbolised by the letter Q [HollBaad91],
 Unquali ed number restrictions on roles symbolised by the letter N ,
 Unquali ed number restrictions that are functional restrictions of the form  1R
and  2R symbolised by the letter F .
Adding these capabilities to a Description Logics language massively increases the complexity of reasoning. The two Description Logics that we will be interested in (SHOIN and
SHIF) have a worst-case complexity of non-deterministic exponential time (NExpTime)
and deterministic exponential time (ExpTime) [Tobi01] respectively. Luckily implementations of algorithms (FaCT [Horr98], RACER [HaarMoll01b], Pellet[ParsSivr04]) for
these Description Logics have shown that for typical applications there are optimisations that can be applied [Horr98][HorrEtAl00b][HorrSatt02][HaarMoll00][HaarMoll01b]
so that they can be employed inpractisee. Unfortunately there is currently no known practical algorithm for SHOIN that is complete. This means that the behaviour of reasoners
for this language is less predictable and may lead to the answer unknown [HorrEtAl03].

2.2 Ontology Development
As stated earlier in this thesis the focus is on ontology languages that have their foundations in Description Logics and especially OWL. When developing ontologies in such
languages a number of important development principles have to be taken into account.
These can roughly be split into two areas. Development principles that arise from the
underlying Description Logics system and principles that arise from the fact that a real
world situation is to be modelled as correctly as possible.

2.2.1 OWL
OWL is the Ontology Web Language and is the W3C1 recommendation for an ontology
language to be used in the Semantic Web [BernEtAl01]. OWL is a relatively new ontology
language (2001) but has evolved out of numerous previous languages and is therefore
nevertheless a mature language. As such OWL has its roots in three areas [HorrEtAl03]
1 World

Wide Web Consortium, http://www.w3c.org
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Description Logics : The formal semantics of constructors and language features are
derived from their semantics in Description Logics.
 Frame Systems : OWL provides a frame based view into the knowledge base to
simplify understanding and working with OWL ontologies for people who are not
experts in the eld of Description Logics.
 RDF : OWL is designed to be an compatible with RDF (Resource Description Framework 2 . Thus every RDF graph is a valid OWL ontology.
In order to reconcile all these di erent in uences and requirements OWL has been designed
with three sub-languages that focus on di erent aspects of the requirements
 OWL Lite : OWL Lite is a subset of OWL DL and corresponds to the DL SHIF(D)
(The D meaning that it is restricted to a domain). OWL Lite provides ecient
reasoning but slightly restricts what can be expressed. Actually almost everything
from OWL DL can be expressed except number restrictions with a cardinality not
equal to 1 [HorrEtAl03].
 OWL DL: OWL DL provides a very expressive ontology language, while still being
decidable and is very close to SHOIN(D).
 OWL Full : OWL Full is extremely expressive but inferences on OWL Full ontologies
are not decidable any more. OWL Full is primarily necessary to retain compatibility
with RDF graphs. Most automated reasoners will stop processing an OWL ontology
if they detect that it belongs to OWL Full.
The ontologies presented in this thesis will either be in OWL Lite or OWL DL.

2.2.2 Basic Modelling Principles
As stated earlier there are two groups of development principles. First we will look at
those principles that arise from the structure of the language.
Here one of the main problems that occur is the incorrect use of the 8 and 9 constructs.
These di er in their interpretation in OWL from the interpretation that they have in
natural language
 While in natural language the 8 constructor is interpreted as meaning each and
every in the Description Logics interpretation it has the meaning of each and every
if there is one. Thus none is also a valid answer.
 The 9 constructor is less problematic since it is equivalent to the natural language
construct at least one. Nevertheless care is to be taken that the natural language
assumption of basically all is not assumed to hold true in Description Logics as well.
This in addition to the fact that OWL uses open-world reasoning is the basis of one of
the more common problems when modelling in OWL. The problem usually surfaces when
calculating the subsumption hierarchy. Since open-world reasoning is used the reasoner
will not created certain hierarchies even though to the casual viewer the concepts should
be arranged in a hierarchy. For example given the two concepts and their de nitions
2 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-syntax-grammar/
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Coniferous Forest
Pine Forest

 8 hasTree.ConiferousTree
 9 hasTree.PineTree

the sumbsumption reasoner will not place the Pine Forest as a subclass of the Coniferous Forest even though they seem to belong in a hierarchy together. The problem
is that the de nition for the Coniferous Forest says that all trees (if there are any)
must be coniferous trees. The Pine Forest de nition on the other hand says that at
least one of its trees must be a pine tree. Due to the way the 9 constructor works no
restriction is placed on what other trees may be in a Pine Forest. These other trees
may not be coniferous trees and thus the de nition of the Coniferous Forest would
be broken. Thus the reasoner will not create the hierarchy as desired. To create the
hierarchy the de nition for Pine Forest has to be augmented as follows
Pine Forest

 (9 hasTree.PineTree) ^ (8 hasTree.PineTree)

This de nition guarantees that the Pine Forest will contain only pine trees which are
coniferous trees and thus the desired hierarchy can be inferred.
It is thus important to make sure that the concepts keep the desired meanings when
translated into Description Logics de nitions.

2.2.3 Advanced Modelling Principles
In addition to the principles and problems outlined in the last section there are principles
that should be followed to create a model of the domain of interest that is as correct as
possible. At the same time the ontology should remain clear and easily understandable.
Also to be taken into account is that knowledge implicit in concept and restriction names
cannot be understood by reasoners and therefor as much knowledge as possible should
be made explicit. These goals in uence each other. For example adding knowledge to
create a better model of the domain decreases the understandability. On the other hand
increasing readability might make it impossible to describe certain aspects of the domain.
A further problem is that the language used and its capabilities in uence the way that the
knowledge is structured as found by [RussEtAl99]. They found that ontologies modelled
in languages that do not directly support a reasoning system tend to be structured in a
way that resembles a speci cation. On the other hand ontologies modelled in languages
that are in some way tied to a reasoning system are structured in such a way as to make
maximum use of the reasoning system.
To avoid these pitfalls it is useful to have guiding principles on how to insert knowledge
into the ontology and how to structure this knowledge in the ontology. One of the most
useful approaches to this problem is to make sure that the amount of explicit knowledge
is maximised and that as little knowledge is implicit within the concept names or their
hierarchy. This increase in explicitness improves both the model of the domain and also
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the readability of the ontology. The model is improved since an increase in the amount
of explicit knowledge means that the domain is modelled more correctly and also that
the modelled knowledge can be checked for correctness more easily. The readability
improvement is not so obvious since explicit ontologies can be very verbose. Nevertheless
readability is improved because this verboseness can be hidden by the modelling tool and
more concise descriptions can be generated based on the explicit knowledge. Additionally
the more explicit knowledge the better for reasoning, thus maximising the amount of
explicit knowledge is very important.
A very useful framework in this area is an ontology refactoring approach described by
[Rect03]. He applies his refactoring methodology to existing ontologies to increase the
amount of explicit knowledge in the resulting refactored ontologies. If this refactoring
method is used as a basic guideline when developing the ontology the result is an ontology
that is very explicit while being easily readable.
The approach splits the ontology into two parts. The primitive skeleton and the de ned
concepts. The primitive skeleton contains a set of tree structures that describe very
basic concepts and their hierarchical structure. The concepts of the primitive skeleton
form the basic building blocks on which the ontology (or ontologies) describing the actual
knowledge can be constructed.
For the primitive skeleton certain criteria must hold in order to guarantee the correctness
and explicitness of the ontology
1. The primitive skeleton should form a tree. This means that the each primitive
concept must have exactly one primitive parent.
2. Each sub-tree of the primitive skeleton should be homogeneous and the branching
principle should be subsumption. The criteria upon which the subsumption is based
should be consistent within each sub-tree and become narrower the deeper the tree
is.
3. The primitive skeleton should clearly distinguish between self-standing concepts and
partitioning concepts. Self-standing concepts are most objects found in the physical
and conceptual world such as trees, houses, uses and an open world view should be
assumed. Partitioning concepts are concepts that divide a space into multiple parts
- e.g. Elevation can be divided into Alpine, Sub-alpine, Greenland and
Woods, ..., Sea-level. Partitioning concepts can be treated with a closed world
assumption. Most concepts should be modelled as self-standing concepts, because
only in very few cases can it be said that the list of concepts fully covers the space
that the parent concept covers.
Figure 2.2 gives an example showing the part of a primitive skeleton describing trees. It
observes the three rules given above since the branching principle is always subsumption
and the branching criteria is always the type of tree. The concepts are self-standing and
form a tree.
Special care has to be taken when creating the the primitive skeleton to ensure that the
represented knowledge is precisely the knowledge that should be represented. Since the
main ontology builds on the primitive skeleton any errors in the primitive skeleton have
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Figure 2.2: Example of part of a primitive skeleton describing trees
Broad Leafed Forest
Coniferous Forest
Pine Forest





Vegetation ^ 9 hasTree.Broad-leafed
Vegetation ^ 9 hasTree.Coniferous
Vegetation ^ 9 hasTree.Pine

Figure 2.3: Example of how de ned concepts are constructed from the primitive skeleton
far reaching e ects and are also hard to correct since in some cases major parts of the
main ontology depend on these erroneous concepts.
For each of the main trees in the primitive skeleton at least one property is de ned that
has as its range that part of the primitive skeleton. These properties are then used in the
de nition of the actual knowledge that is to be represented in the ontology.
Finally using the properties de ned on the primitive skeleton the knowledge that is to be
represented in the ontology can be de ned. This is done using necessary and sucient
conditions that restrict the properties to certain values. Figure 2.3 shows how the concepts
from the primitive skeleton can be used to create the de ned concepts.
These de ned concepts do not have to be arranged in any kind of hierarchy. This is because
based on the necessary and sucient conditions a reasoner can infer the hierarchy of the
de ned concepts form. This frees the ontology developer from a further task, namely
making sure that the hierarchy is still correct and consistent. In the example given above
the reasoner can infer that since a Pine is a Coniferous Tree then a Pine Forest is a
Coniferous Forest and thus the Pine Forest can be placed below the Coniferous
Forest in the hierarchy.

2.2.4 Ontology Modularisation
Up to this point the primitive skeleton and the de ned concepts have coexisted in one
ontology. While this makes development and change of the ontology easier it presents
certain hurdles when more than one ontology is to be de ned. In this case some kind of
modularisation of the ontologies is necessary.
The cleanest and also most useful boundary for modularisation is splitting the primitive
skeleton o from the main ontology. This creates one ontology that contains only primitive
concepts called the skeleton ontology. The skeleton ontology can then bere-importedd into
the ontology containing the de ned concepts. It can now of course also be imported into
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multiple ontologies to create a set of ontologies that reference a common vocabulary and
will later form the basis for the ontology integration.
This approach is unfortunately not free of problems and the main problem is that it
makes maintenance work more dicult. Unfortunately while there is good tool support
for editing OWL ontologies with the Protege3 ontology editor, there is currently no support for modifying such modularised ontologies. This is not problematic when adding or
moving concepts in the skeleton ontology, but removing or renaming concepts is dicult.
Removing primitive concepts is slightly easier than renaming them since all that has to be
done is to remove all de nitions from the de ned concepts that use the primitive concept
that is to be removed. Then the primitive concept can be removed. Renaming a concept
is much more dicult since if the primitive concept is simply renamed then loading the
ontologies with the de ned concepts becomes impossible since the editor tries to load the
primitive concept under the old name under which it no longer exists and which causes
the loading to fail. For this reason renaming a concept has to be split into adding a
new primitive concept under the new name, then changing all de nitions from the old to
the new primitive concept and nally removing the old primitive concept. This process
can be improved using scripts but the assumption is that the ontology design is done by
domain experts who need proper tool support. This just illustrates how important it is
that proper care is taken when designing the skeleton ontology to minimise the amount
of change that is necessary.

3 Protege

Ontology Editor, http://protege.stanford.edu
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3 Existing Matchmaking Algorithms
Since heterogeneous data sources are a reality in many areas a lot of matchmaking algorithms have been proposed. To gain an overview over the existing algorithms it is useful
to split them into certain groups that show similar behaviour. The most de ning criteria
is whether the algorithms are [RahmBern01]
 Schema based matchmaking algorithms only make use of the information available
at the schema level (names, descriptions, constraints...) or
 Instance based matchmaking algorithms use meta-data on the instances and statistics collected from the actual data for the matching process.
In addition to those two basic categories the following further orthogonal criteria can be
used to classify matchmaking algorithms [MadhEtAl01]
 Element or Structure granularity describes whether the algorithm works on elements
such as table columns for a schema based algorithm or only larger structures such
as a table row in an instance based algorithm.
 Linguistic based matchmakers use the names of schema elements or other textual
descriptions and apply linguistic functions such as stemming or tokenising to nd
matches between words. Additionally linguistic information such as synonyms,
homonyms, hypernyms, domain-thesauri are used possibly in combination with information retrieval techniques.
 Constraint based algorithms uses schema constraints such as data types, value ranges
or uniqueness in the matchmaking calculation,
 Matching cardinality speci es whether the matchmaker will only return 1:1 mappings between the compared elements or whether other mappings such as 1:n or n:1
are also supported.
 Auxiliary information is used in some matchmakers to augment the information
derived from the schema or instances to improve the quality of the mappings. This
information can be human input or results from previous matchmaking runs.
 Individual, Multiple or Hybrid approaches can be taken to matchmaking. The individual algorithms obviously use only one criteria to calculate the mappings. Multiple matchmakers use multiple criteria independently and then aggregate the results
while hybrid matchmakers combine multiple criteria when creating the mappings.
In practise it is very uncommon that one individual criteria is sucient to produce sensible
and useful mappings between elements. Thus multiple or hybrid matchmakers are the
norm. Additionally most matchmaking algorithms focus on the schema level since it is
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easier to work with and contains cleaner information that can be handled more easily by
the matchmaker.

3.1 Schema Level Matchmaking
Schema based matchmaking is much more common than instance based matchmaking.
This is probably due to the fact that much work in this area has been done by people working in the eld of databases where schema integration is already a well known
problem. Five groups of schema based matchmakers will be analysed in detail
 Lexical matching compares schema element names,
 Dictionary or WordNet matching uses a dictionary, most commonly WordNet to
match elements,
 Structural matching uses the schema structure for mapping information,
 Hybrid matchmakers combine the previous algorithms to improve the quality of the
resulting mapping,
 Description Logics matchmaking is based on Description Logics reasoning.

3.1.1 Lexical Matchmaking
Lexical based matchmaking algorithms work on the names of the elements to compare. Of
these algorithms the most frequent is word or edit distance [WillEtAl03] [MaedStaa02b]
[SycaEtAl99] [MorkBern04]. The basic function ED calculates the number of deletions,
additions and substitutions are necessary to transform the rst word to compare into the
second one. So for the words Forest and Forests the ED(Forest, Forests) = 1
since only one letter (the nal s) needs to be added.
This edit distance is then incorporated into a weighted formula that weighs the edit
distance against the length of the shorter of the two words to calculate the nal similarity
measure
similarity (L1 ; L2 ) = max(0;

min(jL1 j; jL2 j) ED(L1 ; L2 ))
)
(min(jL1 j; jL2 j))

This results in a similarity measure between 0 and 1 where 0 is a bad match and 1 is a
complete match. 0 is a bad match but not necessarily a complete mismatch. This is due
to the fact that the similarity comparison is cut o by the maximum operation at 0 even
if it would be a negative value. Thus while similarity measures with values above 0 can
be compared those with a value of 0 must be ignored since one value might just be a little
less than 0 while the other might actually be a lot less than 0.
In our example from above the two words Forest and Forests the complete similarity
measure would be
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While this similarity measure is easy to calculate and seems to o er decent results, there
are a number of problems inherent in this method.
The rst and biggest problem is that this similarity measure completely ignores the semantics of the two words. That the word Forests is a plural of the word Forest is
ignored as well as the fact that a Forest is an area that contains trees. Although it
exhibits this basic aw it is nevertheless used as the basis in di erent matchmaking algorithms [WillEtAl03][MaedStaa02b][SycaEtAl99][MorkBern04][MaedStaa02a]. In addition
to this basic problem there are additional problems that are related to the way the similarity measure is calculated but they are all grounded in the fact that the semantics of
the words are ignored.
The rst is that the di erent word pairs with the same similarity measure may actually
not have the same similarity if evaluated by a human.
3
4
3
similarity (have; shave) =
4
3
similarity (have; gave) =
4
similarity (Bird; Bard) =

All three pairs have the same similarity measure but their similarities are obviously not
the same. The rst di erence is that the rst pair contains two nouns, the second pair
contains a verb and a word that can be both a verb and a noun and nally two verbs. If
we ignore this then there is still the problem that the Bird and the Bard have little in
common except singing and possibly a colourful exterior, have and shave have nothing
in common while have and gave have something in common since you have to have
something to have given it to someone (although even here the verb forms don't really
work). To round out the problems in this example there is the word shave which can be
both a noun and a verb. In this similarity measure both forms are just as similar although
in the real world the similarity depends on the context. If you look at the grammatical
functions they are either both verbs or a verb and a noun.
Unfortunately this problem also works in reverse. Things that to a human are very similar
may get similarity measures of 0 as shown in the following example
similarity (Forest; Wood) = 0
similarity (Forest; Bosk) = 0
1
similarity (Wood; Bosk) =
4
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Forest and Wood get a similarity measure of 0 meaning a bad match even though they
actually mean almost the same thing. A similar problem plagues Forest and Bosk1

and although they are not synonyms they are in an is-a relationship and should be more
similar than 0. At the same time the similarity for Wood and Bosk is 41 so although for
the Forest the similarity to Bosk is 0, for the synonym of Forest namely Wood the
similarity to Bosk is 14 . While sometimes a synonym is closer to another word than the
original word, if the di erence in similarity is 14 then this is problematic.
In addition to all these problems the basic assumption underlying the edit distance similarity measure is that both words are in the same language.
similarity (Forest; Wald) = 0

Here Wald is the German word for Forest so actually they are the same and should
have a similarity value of 1 not of 0.
The only real advantage that this approach o ers is that it does not require a prede ned
shared vocabulary but can be applied to arbitrary schemas. Unfortunately due to the
problems that are inherent in this method the results from comparing arbitrary schemas
are actually not semantically signi cant. Nevertheless algorithms based on word distance
are still used and often form the basis for structural or hybrid matchmaking.
The quality of the results can be improved by rst applying linguistic functions to the
words such as stemming. This improves such problems as noun / verb distinguishing.
Nevertheless it does not solve the basic problem that the results of the similarity measure
are not semantically meaningful in any way.

3.1.2 Dictionary or WordNet Matchmaking
As shown in the previous section it is basically impossible to provide a sensible measure for
how similar two concepts are without some common base to start from. This implies that
for any kind of matchmaking some kind of shared vocabulary is required which can be used
as a reference when comparing concepts. One of the oldest forms of shared vocabularies
are dictionaries. Dictionaries contain lists of words, their de nitions and certain relations
between the words. The only problem is that these dictionaries are usually not in a form
that the computer can process.
This shortcoming is addressed by WordNet2 . WordNet is an on-line lexical database for
the English language [Miller95]. It follows the traditional principle of categorising words
into the four basic syntactic categories nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. The words
are interrelated via six semantic relations
 Synonym is the most fundamental relation in WordNet. The synonym relation is
a symmetric relation between two words meaning that both words have the same
meaning. All words in WordNet are organised into sets of synonyms (called synsets)
which form the basic structure of WordNet.
1 Merriam-Webster On-line Dictionary: A small wooded area
2 WordNet is a registered trademark of Princeton University
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Forest: a dense growth of trees and underbrush covering a large tract.

Wood: A dense growth of trees usually greater in extent than a grove and smaller than
a forest

Figure 3.1: De nitions of Forest and Wood taken from the Merriam Webster On-line Dictionary



Hyponym and Hypernym are the secondary organising principle. If a word is the
hyponym of another word then the rst word has a narrower de nition that the
second. Inversely the second word is the hypernym of the rst word. They are both
transitive relations and are their respective inverse relations.
 Meronym and Holonym form another pair. A meronym is a concept that is part
of another concept. The holonym is the inverse. These two relations are again
transitive.
 Antonym is the opposite concept. Similar to the synonym relation it is symmetric
and is mostly used in the organisation of adjectives and adverbs.
 Troponym is the equivalent of hyponym for verbs.
 Entailment relations between verbs mean that for the activity of one verb to occur
the the activity of the entailed verb also has to have happened.
These relations among the words then form the basis for the similarity measurement between concepts [WillEtAl03][CastEtAl04][CastEtAl03][CastEtAl05][MaedEtAl02]. The
similarity measure is usually calculated as the number of relations that have to be traversed from the one concept to the other. In addition each relation type is given a certain
weight and these weights specify the similarity of the two concepts that the relation connects. For example two words connected by a synonym relation might have a similarity
weight of 1 (meaning they are equal) whereas two words connected via hyperonymy might
have a similarity weight of 0.8 (they are similar but there is a certain di erence somewhere between them) [CastEtAl03]. These weights are then combined to calculate the
total similarity between two concepts.
Unfortunately there are also problems inherent in the use of WordNet and its relations for
similarity measurement. The main problem is the de nition and usage of synsets. The
following example shows the synset of the word Forest
Forest has synonyms: Wood, Woods
The problem is that while Wood might be a synonym of Forest the fact that they do
not mean exactly the same as is clear from the de nition taken from the Merriam Webster
On-line Dictionary3 ( g. 3.1). The de nition of the word Wood is very clear since it
de nes a Wood as being a growth of trees that is not as large as a Forest. Thus they
are actually not synonyms since they don't really describe the exactly same concepts.
In addition the word Woods is elevated to the same level as the singular Wood. This
means that there is basically no di erence between the words Wood and Woods. Obviously this is not entirely correct since Woods denotes an area with trees that is much
larger than the one denoted by Wood. This di erence in de nition is totally lost when
3 http://www.m-w.com
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Word Hyponyms

Meronyms

Forest Bosk, Grove
Undergrowth, Trees
House Cabin, Chalet, Villa Library, Porch

Table 3.1: Hyponyms and Meronyms of Forest and House taken from WordNet
the two words are put into the same synset. While this di erence might seem distant
and constructed assume that one data set uses the word Forest while a second one
di erentiates between Wood and Woods. Which of the two words should Forest be
assigned to? Based on the synset information it doesn't matter since they are all the
same, but based on the de nition given above in the dictionary it makes more sense to
assign Forest to Woods than Wood since their de nitions have more overlap.
A further problem is that the principles based on which hypernym/hyponym and also
meronym/holonym are determined is di erent for each concept. In the example given in
table 3.1 the hyponyms of Forest are Bosk and Grove. Already here although Bosk
and Grove are on the same relations level the reason why they are hyponyms of Forest
are di erent. A Bosk is a small forest that is very dense and dark. On the other hand
a Grove is a type of forest that lies in a depression and thus has a very speci c shape.
Again the qualitative di erences between the two words is lost when they are grouped
together in the set of hyponyms.
In addition to the branching principle being inconsistent within one word the branching
principle is also not consistent for di erent words. So while the branching principle for
Forest is the size of the forest and the shape of the ground on which the forest stands,
the principle for House is the form and elaborateness of the house. The result of this
inconsistency is that when traversing the structure from one concept to the other since
the branching principles are di erent the results of the similarity measurement become
unreliable.
Furthermore in this example the words that are meronyms do not have the same quality.
Undergrowth and Trees reference groups of real world objects, the word Library
refers to a speci c room in the house where there are books and somewhere to read. So
while Undergrowth and Trees are sets of real world objects, the Library is de ned
via the use that it can be put to, but these di erences are not visible, when just looking
at the relations in WordNet.
The nal problem is that the WordNet dictionary is not domain speci c. While this
may seem like an advantaged at rst since it can easily be plugged into a similarity
measurement for any domain, the actual result is that it is often to vague and imprecise
for any use. Often in speci c domains words receive new or slightly modi ed de nitions
that hold only within that domain. This domain speci c knowledge would need to be
grafted onto the WordNet system thus defeating the purpose of the WordNet system.

3.1.3 Structural Matchmaking
A totally di erent approach to similarity measurement is structural matchmaking.
Structural matchmaking uses the structure de ned in the ontologies to calculate the
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Figure 3.2: Structure of the Agricultural Areas in the Corine catalogue
similarity between concepts. The idea behind it is that similar concepts will also
have similar set of surrounding concepts. In its simplest variety the similarity is
based on the number of children, parents and properties that the two concepts have
[MaedStaa02b][MorkBern04][CastEtAl04][CastEtAl03][CastEtAl05][MaedStaa02a].
Unfortunately the basic assumption that similar concepts will have similar surrounding
concepts is based on the faulty assumption that the same domain modelled by di erent
people or groups will nevertheless result in a similar structure. While this may hold for
very simple domains it immediately fails when looking at a more complex domain such
as land-use. For example when comparing the European Corine land-use classi cation
to the Austrian Realraumanalyse there are massive di erences between the structure in
some areas. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the structures of agricultural areas of the Corine
and Realraumanalyse land-use catalogues.
As you can see the Corine catalogue has a very strongly hierarchical approach with three
levels and only the third level containing those categories that are actually encoded in the
data. On the other hand the Realraumanalyse catalogue uses a matrix style representation with one axis containing the di erent inclinations of the ground and the other axis
containing the actual usage categories. These structures can not be compared directly
and the only way to make them comparable is to transform the Realraumanalyse structure into a list. After such a transformation the Realraumanalyse has a very at two level
structure when compared to the three level Corine structure. A structural comparison
between the two root concepts would result in a very small similarity value even though
the two concepts are exactly equal.
While the di erence in the conceptualisation between the two classi cations is not so
strong in the remaining parts of the classi cations it is still strong enough to make the
structural comparison very imprecise. The Realraumanalyse is atter and the di erent
hierarchies are not as cleanly modelled as in the Corine classi cation. For example the
Realraumanalyse contains a section called Other areas which acts as a kind of odd categories collection box containing everything from rivers and wetlands to areas belonging to
the public administration. These kinds of unclean structures make structural comparisons
very imprecise.
The nal problem is that while it may seem that the Corine and the Realraumanalyse
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Inclination of the agricultural areas







Flat
Slight inclination
Moderate inclination
Steep
Mountain pasture elevation











Arable land > 90%
Arable land dominates with pastures > 10%
Arable land and pastures mix 40 - 60 %
Pastures dominate with arable land > 10%
Pastures > 90%
Vineyards, arable land - vineyard complexes
Specialised crops with arable land - pasture areas
Wetlands (moors in agricultural areas)
Pastures that are also winter sport areas

Primary agricultural use

Figure 3.3: Classi cation of the Agricultural Areas in the Realraumanalyse catalogue
classi cations describe the same domain, that is actually not true. The Corine classi cation is designed to cover all of Europe. The Realraumanalyse classi cation on the other
hand is only designed for Austria. This results in such things as that the Realraumanalyse does not contain categories for seas and beaches. At the same time it contains very
detailed classes such as Kellergassen which are roads in wine growing areas that are
dotted with wine cellars. In addition to these di erences that come from the slightly
varying domains other structural di erences come from the fact that Corine data is only
generated from satellite images while the Realraumanalyse incorporates data from other
sources such as zoning plans and historical information as well. This leads to a strongly
varying granularity of the classi cations with Corine encompassing 64 categories and the
Realraumanalyse a much larger 136.
All these di erences starting from di erent modelling principles over slightly di erent
domains to the granularity of the classi cations make structural matchmaking very imprecise. Add to this the fact that matching based on the structure is not semantical, since
the meanings of the concepts to be compared is completely ignored strongly reduces the
utility of structural matchmaking.

3.1.4 Hybrid Matchmaking
Using a single algorithm for similarity calculation and matchmaking reduces the stability of the matchmaking result. Therefore a frequent approach is to combine the
results of two or more matchmaking algorithms to create a hybrid and more robust
matchmaking algorithm. Usually these are combinations of WordNet and structural
algorithms [CastEtAl04][CastEtAl03][CastEtAl05] or lexical and structural algorithms
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[MaedStaa02b][MorkBern04][MaedStaa02a], but also WordNet and lexical [WillEtAl03].
The results of the di erent algorithms can be combined in two ways. Either the results
from the di erent algorithms are combined after they have been calculated separately
[WillEtAl03] [MaedStaa02b] [CastEtAl04] [CastEtAl03] [CastEtAl05] [MaedStaa02a]
or the results of one algorithm are integrated into the other algorithm [MorkBern04]
[MaedEtAl02]. Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages
 Separate calculation. The advantage of performing separate calculations for each
of the algorithms to be combined is that the algorithms can be developed and
tuned independently. Also incorrect results from one of the algorithms don't have
such a strong in uence on the nal result. For example if a lexical and a structural
algorithm are combined and the lexical algorithm gives a false positive then this can
to a certain extent be corrected by the structural algorithm. The disadvantage is
that each algorithm starts with zero knowledge about the possible relations between
the di erent concepts to be matched. They cannot make use of the results that have
been derived by the other algorithms. Assume that in the one hierarchy there is a
parent concept with one child and in the other hierarchy there is a parent concept
with three children. If all of the three children in the one hierarchy have been found
to be very close to the one child in the other hierarchy by a WordNet algorithm
then this information cannot be used by the structural algorithm. The structural
algorithm will have to decide that the structures are not too similar, even though
since the three concepts are all very similar to the one concept then the hierarchies
are actually very similar.
 Integrated calculation. The advantage of using an integrated calculation approach
is that the results from the rst algorithm can be used in subsequent algorithms to
improve the quality of their results. In a WordNet and structure algorithm combination if two concepts have a very high similarity value in WordNet then this information can be used by the structural algorithm to see whether the the hierarchies
are also similar. The problem with the integrated approach is that it propagates
false positives and false negatives. If for example the result of a WordNet matching
between two concepts incorrectly returns that they are completely dissimilar then
this result will also mean that concepts that are near them in the hierarchy get
lower similarity results. The reason for this is that the structural reasoner knows
that these two concepts are completely dissimilar and therefore assumes that it is
highly unlikely that the surrounding structure and its concepts is as similar as they
possibly are.
Although hybrid similarity reasoners tend to achieve improved similarity results the basic
problem remains that since they do not use algorithms that provide a semantically valid
result, they themselves are not semantically valid. This problem cannot be resolved just
by adding more similarity reasoners.

3.1.5 Description Logics Matchmaking
The last major approach to schema level matchmaking that will be looked at is the use
of Description Logics in matchmaking. This approach is especially favoured when the
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concepts to be matched are encoded in ontology languages that are based on Description Logics. In this case the necessary de nitions are already available and automated
reasoning can easily be used. Using Description Logics based matchmaking algorithms
means relying on a common vocabulary for the atomic terms and relations since equality
or inequality of atomic terms and relations is de ned via the comparison of their names.
The Description Logics matchmakers take the concepts and attempt to use subsumption to
insert the concept from the one knowledge base into the other knowledge base. Depending
on whether and if then where the concept from the one knowledge base is inserted into
the hierarchy of the other knowledge base di erent levels of match are distinguished.
The most basic distinction is between exact match and disjoint match. Apart from this
distinction the following match classi cations are used
 Exact match. The exact match means that the reasoner used to classify the
concepts has determined that the concepts are equivalent from a Description
Logics point of view. This is of course the best possible result from the comparison of two concepts. It is provided by all Description Logics matchmakers
[KlienEtAl04][LiHorr04][LemmAren04][CastEtAl01][PaolEtAl02].
 Plug-in match. A plug-in match is given if the concept to be inserted into the
hierarchy from the rst ontology is subsumed by the concept in the second hierarchy.
The two concepts are connected via an is-a relationship and while not completely
exact are assumed to be very similar. This match class is always provided along
with the subsume match [LiHorr04] [LemmAren04] [CastEtAl01] [PaolEtAl02].
 Subsume match. A subsume match is the opposite of a plug-in match. The concept
to be inserted into the hierarchy subsumes the concept in the target hierarchy. This
kind of match is ranked lower than the plug-in match although they are very similar.
The reason for this is that the similarity between a concept and its super concept
is seen as asymmetric. The sub-concept is more like the super-concept than the
super-concept is like the sub-concept.
 Intersection match. The intersection match occurs when the two concepts cannot be
arranged in a subsumption hierarchy, but do not con ict [LiHorr04] [LemmAren04]
[CastEtAl01]. The inclusion of this match class is an improvement on algorithms
that do not provide this match, because all concept pairs that cannot be put into
a subsumption hierarchy are not immediately added to the disjoint or fail bucket.
Thus the granularity of the results is improved.
 Disjoint match. A disjoint match means that parts or all of the de nitions of both
concepts con ict. It again is provided by most Description Logics matchmakers
[KlienEtAl04] [LiHorr04] [LemmAren04] [CastEtAl01] [PaolEtAl02].
The basic problem with these algorithms is the rough discreet classi cation of matches.
While the exact and disjoint match classes are cleanly de ned and easy to interpret this
does not hold for the other three classes.
For the plug-in match class the question is what to do if the concept to insert is subsumed
by more than one concept in the target ontology. If these concepts in the target ontology
subsume each other then the solution is simple as the source concept can be inserted
below the most speci c subsumer and the target concepts sorted by distance from the
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Public Parks = hasSurface.GreenArea ^ hasPrimaryUse.Leisure
^ hasOwnership.Public
Green Areas = hasSurface.GreenArea ^ hasPrimaryUse.Leisure
^ hasLocation.Urban
Airports = hasSurface.Arti cial ^ hasPrimaryUse.Transportation
^ hasBuilding.Airport

Figure 3.4: Description Logics de nitions of Public Parks (Realraumanalyse), Green Areas (Corine) and Airports (Corine)
inserted concept. Unfortunately this does not solve the problem of how to order if the
two target concepts that subsume the source concept are not arranged in some kind of
is-a relation. In this case the algorithm can only assume that the two both have the same
similarity to the source concept, even though the one concept might be very speci c and
almost the same as the source concept and the other more abstract.
The subsume match class su ers from the same problem as the plug-in match in that it is
nearly impossible to say which of two subsume matches is better. In addition to this there
is also the problem that although it is the exact opposite of the plug-in match it is ranked
lower. This implies an asymmetric view of the concept hierarchies. The assumption is
that the more speci c concept is more similar to the more general concept than vice versa
and this does not necessarily hold.
Finally there is one major problem with the intersection match and that is that it is
basically the class into which everything is sorted that doesn't t into the other classes.
The algorithms assume that most things will fall somewhere into the subsumption hierarchy and if they don't and are not con icting then they are probably not very similar
nevertheless. Unfortunately most things do not form a subsumption hierarchy but exist
next to each other. This is especially the case when the two concepts that are compared
are on a similar level of abstraction and this is actually the more probable scenario than
forming a subsumption hierarchy.
The problem is nicely illustrated when you compare the Public Parks category from
the Realraumanalyse to the Green Areas of Corine (see g. 3.4). Both have slightly
di erentiating properties. One is restricted to urban areas, the other is restricted to areas
belonging to the public administration. Thus when compared they would be classi ed as
an intersection match. The same is true if you compare the Public Parks to the Corine
Airports. They do not subsume each other, but they also do not con ict. From the
point of view of the algorithm the similarity between the two pairs is the same, but it is
obvious that the Green Urban Areas are closer to Public Parks than to Airports.
There are also more di erentiated and more granular algorithms based on Description
Logics. These use subsumption not on complete concepts, but on parts of the de nition
[DiNoEtAl03][BenaEtAl05]. Thus the similarity results also become more ne grained
and problems such as the one stated above can be partially solved. The problem that
remains is that these algorithms only calculate the number of de nition parts that can be
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Lake = WaterArea ^ 8 hasWater.(Standing ^ Fresh)
InlandWater = WaterArea ^ 8 hasWater.Inland
Water = WaterArea

Figure 3.5: Description Logics de nitions for a partial matching algorithm
matched and those that can't and then from these values calculates the similarity value.
How closely those parts that match match and how far apart the non-matching parts are
is not taken into account. Additionally since Description Logics in some parts are not
fully intuitive some at rst strange results can occur.
Given the de nitions in gure 3.5 the algorithm will nd that Lake and Water are
more similar than Lake and Inland Water even though Lake and Inland Water
both have de nitions that give information on the kind of water that they contain. The
reason for this result is that although Lake and Inland Water have similar de nitions
on their water types, the de nitions con ict from a Description Logics point of view. At
the same time Lake and Water are fully compatible since Water = Water Area in
Description Logics implies Water = Water Area ^ 8 hasWater.>.
Such results while fully correct are slightly non-intuitive at rst which is why Description
Logics matchmakers might be correct, but the results appear strange at rst.

3.1.6 Other Matchmaking Approaches
In addition to these common matchmaking approaches there are also a few others that
employ less common matching algorithms
 Machine Learning. In [DoanEtAl02] a system is described that uses a machine
learning approach to calculate a set of constraints that the two ontologies to match
and then applies relaxation labelling to create a mapping between the two ontologies
that satis es these constraints.
 Rule based. [TangEtAl03] describe a matchmaking system that uses a rule based
approach. The ontologies and the matchmaking rules are stored in a deductive
database with which the mapping can then be calculated
 Approximation. Using a heuristic function that approximates the actual similarity
function [EuzeValt03] de nes a system that iteratively approximates the similarity
result. The heuristic is used to generate in initial mapping then the similarity function evaluates this and the results of the evaluation are fed back into the heuristic,
thus iteratively approximating the similarity result.
 Semi-automatic and manual. In addition to these automatic matchmaking systems
there are also those [NoyMuse00][MedjEtAl03] that are semi-automatic or manual in
their mapping generation. A domain expert generates the mapping and the system
can then apply it to the actual data.
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The strengths and weaknesses of these algorithms will not be looked at in detail since
that would exceed the scope of this thesis.

3.2 Instance Level Matchmaking
While schema level matchmaking only takes into account information available at the
schema level, instance level matchmaking uses the information available at the data instance level such as property values or frequency of occurrence. Most of the matching principles given in the section on schema level matchmaking can also be applied to instance
level matchmaking, especially such simple ones as lexical or dictionary matchmaking.
They work in roughly the same way and thus share their advantages and disadvantages.
For this reason only statistical matchmaking will be analysed since it can only be applied
to instances.
Statistical matchmaking relies on the principle that the relative frequency of instances in
the data sets will be similar for di erent data sources, since both data sources describe
the same domain. It is not intended to be used as the sole matchmaking algorithm for
instance integration, but in combination with other instance or schema level matchmaking
algorithms could improve both the quality and the speed of the matchmaking process. The
reason for this is that the matchmaker could ignore those concept pairs whose instance
frequencies vary widely, thus improving speed and also precision since it reduces the
chance of false positives.
This principle has been tested using data sets with land-use and land-cover datas describing Carinthia, Friuli Venezia-Giulia and Slovenia. Due to the nature of the tested datas
the conclusions given here are only valid for land-use data sets and cannot readily be
generalised.
Land-use data sets contain an unordered list of polygons with each polygon also having an
associated list of attribute!value pairings. Amongst these attributes is a code attribute
that identi es the land-use category the polygon belongs to. These land-use data sets for
the three regions were analysed and polygon frequency and polygon area calculated for
each land-use category.
A rst look at the two statistics shows that there is little correlation between the polygon
frequency and the polygon area. This is especially true for the Austrian Realraumanalyse
dataset. For example while the most frequent category in the Realraumanalyse Areas
with more than 90% pastures on steep hillsides is also the second largest, the
second most frequent category Splittered settlement areas ranks 21st in the area
list. As can be seen in gure 3.6 while some classes more or less stay in the same order in
both lists, there is too much movement to be able to say that there is a correlation between
the two and that the frequency statistic could be used instead of the area statistic.
The same can be said for the Italian Moland dataset. On the other hand the Slovene
Corine catalogue is the exception in that there is a certain correlation between the frequency and area. The reason for this is that the Corine catalogue employs a much larger
scale when the data is acquired. This leads to larger polygons and thus the polygon
ranking is more similar to the area ranking. Nevertheless since there is little correlation
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Frequency ranking
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Pastures > 90%, steep
Splittered settlement areas
Open development in general
Coniferous forest dominates
Mixed forest, broad-leafed dominates
Mixed forest, coniferous dominates

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Coniferous forest dominates
Pastures > 90%, steep
Mixed forest, broad-leafed dominates
Mixed forest, coniferous dominates
Alpine turf, partially with trees
Continuous alpine turf vegetation

Area size ranking

Figure 3.6: Frequency and area size rankings for the Realraumanalyse (top 6 categories)
in the other two datasets and area is the de ning attribute of land-use data from here on
only area statistics will be taken into account.
Analysis of the area statistics shows that although the three datasets describe the same
type of real-world situation and are also from geographically close areas, there are di erences that arise from the geographic properties of the described area, the granularity of
the land-use catalogue and also the methodical rules which were used in the data acquisition. For example in Carinthia the dominant (roughly 42% of the total area) land-use
class is Coniferous forest dominstes while in Italy it is Non irrigated arable
land.
The di erences between the Carinthian data set and the Italian one are mainly down
to the di erences in the actual geography. Due to the topography and also industrial
reasons Carinthia has a huge proportion of mainly coniferous forests that cover the hills
and mountains. The settlements and agricultural areas are grouped together in the valleys
and basins ( g. 3.7). On the other hand while the northern part of Friuli Venezia-Giulia
is also hilly and mountainous it then quickly attens out into a large plain which of
course o ers perfect conditions for farming and thus arable land dominates. It is has
a belt structure ( g. 3.8). In the north it is mountainous with a structure similar to
Carinthia. Then it becomes more hilly giving way to the broad-leaved forest belt and
nally the agricultural belt. The situation in Slovenia is similar ( g. 3.9). It starts o
with mountainous forests and towards the east becomes atter and agriculture takes over.
It is clear that even over the relatively short distances involved in the three regions the
di erences in topology and climate lead to very di erent land-use and land-cover patterns.
This problem is worsened by the fact that the land-use catalogues for Carinthia and
Slovenia have a very di erent granularity. In the Carinthian Realraumanalyse about 15
di erent arable land categories are di erentiated, while the Slovenian Corine catalogue
only knows of one arable land category. Since there are so many di erent categories in the
Realraumanalyse naturally each of the categories ranks lower in the hierarchy of land-use
area than if they were aggregated into one category. Unfortunately to take advantage of
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Figure 3.7: Structure of land-use in Carinthia (data from the Realraumanalyse). Clearly visible
is the valley structure.

Figure 3.8: Structure of land-use in Friuli-Venezia Giulia (data from the Moland dataset).
Shown are the three major land-use belts.
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Figure 3.9: Structure of land-use in Slovenia (data from Corine). Structures are not so clearly
visible due to imprecise data.

this knowledge would mean knowing when to compare base categories and when aggregated categories and this would defeat the purpose of fully automated harmonisation of
data.
Finally the ranking is also in uenced by the fact that the land-use datas were acquired with
di erent methodologies. This once again is especially visible with the Corine catalogue.
Corine for example discards all settlement areas with an area of less than 25 hectare. This
of course removes small villages with only a few houses from the data set.
All these factors together lead to the conclusion that the ranking of land-use categories
based on either frequency or area cannot be used for harmonisation purposes. Since the
rankings are also not similar when the areas are aggregated the statistics can also not be
used to improve the speed of the harmonisation algorithm.

4 Semantic Matchmaking Algorithm
All the matchmaking algorithms detailed in the previous chapter su er from one major
problem and that is that while they provide matchmaking between schemas they do
not provide semantic matchmaking. The slight exception from this is Description Logics
matchmaking which can be employed in a way that provides a certain amount of semantics,
but the view of the world that it is based on is much to simple for real-world problems.
The basis for a semantic matchmaking algorithm is some form of semantic similarity
measure. This similarity measure should give results that are very similar to those a
human expert would give and the reasons for this should also be explainable in terms
of human cognition. To achieve this it is necessary to base the similarity measure on a
cognitive model.

4.1 Cognitive Grounding
Cognitive models are descriptions of how the human mind sees and organises knowledge
and also how di erent bits of knowledge are compared to each other. From the list of existing cognitive models three will be examined more closely. The feature model introduced
by [Tver77][TverGati78] and the network model introduced by [RadaEtAl89] because the
semantic similarity algorithm presented in section 4.2 is based on a combination of the
two. The cognitive spaces model proposed by [Gard00][Gard04] will also be presented due
to the fact that it is a very powerful and cognitively precise model. In addition to these
three models there are further models such as the alignment models of [GentMark97] and
[Gold94] and hybrid models such as the one proposed by [Schw05] and [SchwRaub05] that
combine aspects from di erent cognitive models.

4.1.1 Feature Model
The basic principle behind Tversky's feature model is that concepts are described by an
unstructured list of features that together represent all the facets of the concept. Figure
4.1 gives an example of how two land-use and land-cover categories would be de ned.
Based on these de nitions Tversky de nes a similarity measure on concepts that is the
ratio between the shared features and those features that are only in one or the other
concept ( g. 4.2). In the example given in gure 4.3 the common features between the
Forest and the Coniferous Forest would only be the Vegetation, while for the
Forest there would be one feature only used here (Trees) and the same is true for the
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Forest = (Vegetation, Trees)
Coniferous Forest = (Vegetation, Coniferous Trees)

Figure 4.1: De nitions for the categories Forest and Coniferous Forest in the feature
model.

sim(C1 ; C2 ) =

jShared featuresj
jShared featuresj + jFeatures only in C1j + jFeatures only in C2j
Figure 4.2: Similarity de nition for the feature model

Coniferous Forest (Coniferous Trees). If these values are put into the similarity
algorithm then the result is a similarity of 13 ( g. 4.3).
This works very nicely and is very simple and easy to implement when only comparing
two concepts. Unfortunately as soon as one concept is compared to two or more other
concepts then problem areas in the similarity measure become apparent. The problem
is that the features are completely unstructured. For example if we also compare the
concept Scrub Vegetation ( g. 4.4) to the two concepts speci ed in gure 4.1 then we
see that the although the similarity between Forest and Coniferous Forest and also
between Forest and Scrub Vegetation is the same they actually have di erences in
their similarities that are not captured by the model.
An additional problem is that the features cannot be related to each other apart from via
complete equality or complete inequality of their names. The fact that a Coniferous
Tree is a Tree cannot be modelled and thus it produces the same similarity as when
compared to the Scrub Vegetation. Since the features are compared to each other
without checking whether they are in any way interrelated this leads to strange problems
when the number of unshared features is the same but they describe di erent attributes.
In the feature model too high an assumption is placed on the way that the features are
de ned. The problem above could be solved by extending the de nitions as shown in
gure 4.5 so that the hierarchy is represented in the feature list. This leads to a very high
degree of redundancy. Specifying that a Coniferous Forest has Coniferous Trees
and Trees and Vegetation adds no information to the concept and is only necessary
to x the problems inherent in the model.
Thus the feature model needs to be augmented in some way so as to solve the problems
that are inherent in it.
sim(Forest; Coniferous Forest) =

1
1
=
1+1+1 3

Figure 4.3: Similarity calculation for Forest and Coniferous Forest in the feature model
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Scrub Vegetation = (Vegetation, Scrub)
1
1
sim(Forest; Scrub Vegetation) =
=
1+1+1 3

Figure 4.4: Adding the category Scrub Vegetation to the feature model and similarity
calculation

Forest = (Vegetation, Trees)
Coniferous Forest = (Vegetation, Trees, Coniferous Trees)
Scrub Vegetation = (Vegetation, Scrub)
1
2
sim(Forest; Coniferous Forest) =
=
2+1+1 2
1
1
=
sim(Forest; Scrub Vegetation) =
1+1+1 3

Figure 4.5: Extending the de nitions with redundant information to improve the similarity
calculation in the feature model.

4.1.2 Network Model
The second cognitive model that in uenced the creation of the hybrid model is the network model. The di erent network models that exist mostly derive from semantic nets.
The concepts are arranged in a graph structure as shown in gure 4.6. Some models
such as [RodrEgen03] only use is-a and has-a edges in their graphs while others such as
[RadaEtAl89] also allow other kinds of edges.
Similarity calculation in these models is then performed by counting the number of edges
that need to be traversed to get from one of the compared concepts to the other one.
This works very well when only is-a and has-a edges are considered in the model, but

Figure 4.6: A network model of the Corine vegetation categories
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Figure 4.7: Similarity calculation in the network model
[RadaEtAl89] showed that when other edge types are used then these have to be dealt
with in a way that distinguishes them from the is-a and has-a edges. If this condition
is respected then the similarity measure remains cognitively sensible. When calculating
distance for the concepts Forests, Coniferous Forests and Scrub Vegetation
in gure 4.7 we can see that the result is a bit better than the one derived from the
feature representation of the concepts. The distance between Forests and Coniferous
Forests is 1 while the distance between Forests and Scrub Vegetation is 2.
Nevertheless this model is not without problems and one is that there is no internal
structure for the concept nodes. So the fact that a forest consists of trees can not be
modelled in this model and thus cannot be used as knowledge in the similarity calculation.
In addition to that the real showstopper when using this model for integration purposes is
that it does not provide a way to integrate two graphs that are in no way connected. The
two data structures to be integrated would have to be integrated by hand rst and only
then could the model be used to calculate the similarity between concepts in the integrated
model. This defeats the basic principle of fully automatic integration. [RodrEgen03] solve
this problem by combining it with a feature model to allow it to be used as an integration
tool.

4.1.3 Cognitive Spaces
The third model is the cognitive spaces model proposed by [Gard00][Gard04]. Of the
three main models this is the only one that is not in any way used in the hybrid model
proposed in section 4.2, but it is included here because it is a very powerful model that can
be made to very closely re ect the human cognitive model. In the cognitive spaces model
concepts are points or areas in a hypercube. Each property or aspect of the concept is
modelled in a separate dimension and each dimension can itself have an internal structure.
The modelling of these internal structures of the di erent dimensions is what gives the
cognitive spaces model the ability to closely re ect human cognitive models.
Similarity is then de ned as either city block or Euclidean distance. City block metric is
used for those dimensions that are separable and do not in uence each other while the Euclidean metric is used for the inseparable dimensions. Additionally the conceptual spaces
model also contains weights for the di erent dimensions so that the relative relevance of
the di erent dimensions can be considered in the similarity calculation.
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Figure 4.8: Form of the Hue, Saturation and Luminosity dimension in the cognitive spaces
model.

The problems that the cognitive spaces model has are twofold. First it cannot model
relations between concepts. So for an alluvial forest it cannot describe that it is a forest
that lies next to a river or wetland. This could be modelled as another domain but does
not fully capture the semantics of the concept. Also all dimensions apply to the complete
concept. It is not possible to de ne that a certain dimension is only relevant for parts
of the concept. That in a mixed housing/agricultural area the type of buildings is only
relevant to the housing part cannot be modelled.
The second problem comes from a di erent direction and that is that it is hard to de ne
the internal structure of the di erent dimensions. For some dimensions it is easy to de ne
their structure such as the one given in gure 4.8 describing the human colour space or for
example water speed would probably be modelled as a linear scale of meters per second
ow speed.
Unfortunately for a large number of dimensions it is very hard to correctly describe these
dimensions. For example what does the dimension look like that describes the di erent
kinds of buildings or vegetation that exists. In addition it is not quite clear how to handle
concepts that have no de ned value for a certain dimension. Should one just ignore that
dimension? What should be if the solution if the dimension has a value in the concept
tom compare with? How distant is a missing dimension? These are the prime obstacles
to employing the cognitive spaces model in an integration scenario. Until a clear guiding
principle is given on how to model di erent kinds of domains and what to do with missing
values it is very hard to get correct representation of the di erent domains and thus also
very hard to get a sensible similarity value out of the model.
If these problems can be solved then this is de nitely one of the most powerful models
available and a prime candidate for integration purposes.

4.2 Semantic Similarity Algorithm
To create a more complete and powerful semantic similarity algorithm a hybrid model
based on the feature and network models was developed. Combining these two models
gives a hybrid model that is nearly as powerful as the cognitive spaces model while
avoiding the problems the cognitive spaces model has with de ning the internal structure
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of the di erent properties and also how to make sure that the similarities in the di erent
properties can be compared. While it is not as complete and probably also not quite
as good a representation of human cognition, these drawbacks are not too big and are
outweighed by the clearer and simpler semantics and implementability.
At the uppermost level the hybrid model consists of de ned concepts. These de ned
concepts describe the schema of the data structure. As a result of the similarity algorithm
and matchmaking these de ned concepts can then be tagged as most similar to another
de ned concept and used for the translation of data from one category to the other. The
de nitions of these de ned concepts are based on Description Logics. These de nitions
are called properties and encode the semantics of the de ned concepts. To be able to
make any similarity calculations on the property level all properties must commit to a
shared vocabulary. The shared vocabulary is stored in the skeleton ontology as a set of
tree structures. Reasons for this physical structure are described in section 2.2.3.
To illustrate how the hybrid model is structured and how the similarity between de ned
concepts is calculated we will use schemas from the domain of land-use and land-cover
catalogues. LUC catalogues consist of a collection of LUC categories that describe di erent types of land-use or land-cover and are usually arranged in some kind of hierarchy.
The two LUC catalogues that will be used are the Austrian Realraumanalyse that was
created by [Sege00] and is a very detailed classi cation that is geared towards the land-use
categories that can be found in Austria ( g. 4.9). The second catalogue will be the European Corine1 classi cation that is available for pretty much all of Europe but is much
less detailed ( g. 4.10). Both gures are only excerpts from the full catalogues since
displaying all categories would exceed the space available and also make the examples
less clear.

4.2.1 De ned Concepts
The de ned concepts form the top level of the model and describe the semantics of the
schema categories that the similarity algorithm will work on, in our case LUC catalogues
and categories. Each de ned concept is speci ed using a set of necessary and sucient
conditions. Figure 4.11 shows the de nitions for the Corine LUC categories Mineral
extraction sites and Industrial or commercial units and gure 4.12 for the
Realraumanalyse the category Agricultural areas.
The three LUC categories speci ed above showcase the basic principles of de ning LUC
categories. First of all every LUC category is a sub-class of the concept Area which differentiates them from the skeleton ontology concepts. Additionally every category uses
the hasSource property to de ne which LUC catalogue it comes from. Then the actual
semantics are de ned and in the Agricultural area category we see the two properties that are used most namely hasSurface and hasPrimaryUse. The Industrial
or commercial units category then introduces the nal principle that is used in the
construction of de nitions and that is that the ranges of properties can also be unions
of multiple primitive concepts as shown with the hasBuilding or hasPrimaryUse
properties. These de nitions then form the basis of the similarity calculation.
1 http://terrestrial.eionet.eu.int/CLC2000
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Figure 4.9: Excerpt from the structure of the Realraumanalyse catalogue.

Figure 4.10: Excerpt from the structure of the Corine catalogue.
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Mineral extraction sites = Area ^ hasSource.Corine ^ hasSurface.Arti cial
^ hasPrimaryUse.Industrial ^ hasBuilding.Mining
Industrial or commercial units = Area ^ hasSource.Corine ^ hasSurface.Arti cial
^ hasPrimaryUse.(Industrial ^ Commercial)
^ hasBuilding.(Industrial ^ Commercial)

Figure 4.11: De nitions for the Corine categories Mineral extraction sites and Industrial or commercial units.
Agricultural area = Area ^ hasSource.Realraum ^ hasSurface.Agricultural
^ hasPrimaryUse.Agricultural

Figure 4.12: De nitions for the Realraumanalyse category Agricultural area.
To use it to create mappings between the two ontologies the similarity measure rst has
to be de ned for two concepts. In the hybrid model the similarity of two concepts is
de ned as the similarity of those properties that occur in the de nitions of both concepts
minus a de ned value for those properties that only occur in the de nition of one of the
two concepts.
Figure 4.13 shows the formula for the similarity of two concepts. It results in a similarity
value between 0 meaning no similarity at all and 1 meaning equality. The total similarity
(S) is the similarity of the matching properties (SM) divided by the maximum possible
similarity (MS). The maximum possible similarity itself is calculated by summing the
weights of the matched properties and then adding a value for the unmatched properties
(UP) which is the sum of the weights of the unmatched properties additionally weighted
by a factor of 0:4. This formula has the desired properties that if two concepts have
the same de nitions then the similarity of the matched properties SM is equal to the

S (C1 ; C2 ) =
SM (C1 ; C2 ) =
MS (C1 ; C2 ) =

SM (C1 ; C2 )
MS (C1 ; C2 )

N
X

1

N
X

UP (C1 ; C2 ) = (

matchedP ropertyW eightn  SP (Cn1 ; Cn2 )
matchedP ropertyW eightn + UP (C1 ; C2 )

1
N
X
1

unmatchedP ropertyW eightn )  0:4

Figure 4.13: De nition of similarity for concepts
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function calculateSimilarity(srcOntology, targetOntology)
for each srcConcept in srcOntology do
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mappings = empty
for each targetConcept in targetOntology do
matched = getMatched(srcConcept.properties, targetConcept.properties)
unmatched = getUnmatched(srcConcept.properties, targetConcept.properties)
similarity = matchSimilarity(matched) / maxSimilarity(matched, unmatched)
mappings.add(srcConcept, targetConcept, similarity );

end for

mappings.selectBest().targetConcept.addMappedConcept(srcConcept)

end for

Figure 4.14: Main loop of the semantic similarity algorithm

1: function maxSimilarity(matchedP roperties, unmatchedP roperties)
2: maxSimilarity = 0
3: for each property in matchedP roperties do
4: maxSimilarity = maxSimilarity + property .weight
5: end for
6: for each property in unmatchedP roperties do
7: maxSimilarity = maxSimilarity + property .weight * 0.4
8: end for
9: return maxSimilarity

Figure 4.15: Calculation of the maximum similarity
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1: function matchSimilarity(propertyList)
2: similarity = 0
3: for each property in propertyList do
4: propertySimilarity = 0
5: if property .isConceptToConcept then
6:
propertySimilarity = 1 - (property.edgeDistance / 100)
7: else if property .isConceptToUnion then
8:
propertySimilarity = 1 - (property .edgeDistance + property .conceptsInUnion 9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:

1) / 100

else if property.UnionToConcept then

propertySimilarity = 1 - ((property.edgeDistance + property .conceptsInUnion)
/ 100) / 4
else if property.UnionToUnion then
if property. rstUnionContainedInSecondUnion then
propertySimilarity = 1 - (property.numberMatched / property.numberTotal)
- (property .edgeDistancesSum / 100)

else

propertySimilarity = 1 - ((property .numberMatched / property.numberTotal)
- (property .edgeDistancesSum / 100)) / 4

end if
end if
if property.isPrimaryProperty then

similarity = similarity + propertySimilarity * property .weight;

else

similarity = similarity + propertySimilarity * property .weight * 0.5;

end if
end for
return similarity

Figure 4.16: Similarity calculation for the matched properties
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maximum possible similarity MS of the matched concepts and the number of unmatched
properties UP is zero resulting in a similarity of 1. The unmatched properties value UP
is weighted lower because the missing information does not imply that the opposite is
true only that nothing is speci ed. This reduces the similarity value of the two concepts,
but the result will always show that there is at least some similarity. The similarity of
matching properties SM is the weighted (WP) sum of the similarity of the ranges of the
two properties (SP) which will be explained in more detail in the next chapter. The
maximum similarity MS is simply the sum of all weights for the matching properties since
the maximum similarity for the property ranges is always 1 and can thus be ignored and
then from this the value for the unmatched properties is subtracted.
The matchmaking algorithm performs this similarity calculation for each possible pairing
between concepts in the two ontologies ( g. 4.14, 4.15 and 4.16). Here it is important to
note that the algorithm is asymmetric. Similarity is calculated from the source ontology
to the target ontology and thus also from each source concept to the target concept.
For each concept in the source ontology the similarity pairs with each concept in the
target ontology are compared to each other and the pair with the highest similarity value
is chosen as the nal mapping. When multiple pairs with the same similarity value are
found then there are two di erent con ict resolution strategies depending on the similarity
value. If the similarity value is greater than zero then the pairing with the higher number
of unmatched properties is chosen. This follows the pattern of giving higher weight to
shared features than missing features. Since all pairings have the same similarity value
then the pairing with the highest number of unmatched properties is the one that has
the highest similarity value if the unmatched properties are ignored. On the other hand
if the similarity values are all zero then the pairing with the fewest unmatched properties
is chosen. The reason for this is that if a concept exists that does not have an even
remotely similar concept in the target ontology then it should be mapped to the most
generic concept in the target ontology to minimise the amount of error and this is the
one with the fewest de nitions and thus the lowest number of unmatched properties. In
both cases if all pairs have the same number of unmatched properties then one pairing
is chosen randomly. While this may seem to be rather crude, it is the optimum solution
within the constraints of the similarity algorithm. A solution would be to add de nitions
to the concepts so that there are no more equivalent similarity values, but this con icts
with the premise that the minimum necessary set of de nitions is used.
While it may seem that the possibility that there are two or more pairings with the same
similarity value is low it does happen and one example of this is when the Corine LUC
category Non-Irrigated Arable Land is mapped into the Realraumanalyse. The Realraumanalyse has ve categories Non-Irrigated Arable Land that have additional
information on the elevation of the land but no abstract category without this information
( g. 4.17) and so the Corine category is randomly mapped to one of the Realraumanalyse
categories. The reason for this is the same that was given in chapter 3.2 namely that
the agricultural areas in the Realraumanalyse are much more detailed and organised in
a matrix, thus lacking the more abstract categories to which the Corine category would
properly match. At the same time the Corine category is much more similar to the speci c categories in the Realraumanalyse than to the the abstract Realraumanalyse category
Agricultural areas.
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Figure 4.17: Problem of mapping the Corine Non-irrigated arable land to the Realraumanalyse.

Figure 4.18: Reclassi cation of Corine categories Mineral extraction sites and Dump
sites.
One other important aspect of the model is that in the ontology the de ned concepts are
stored as a at list. The hierarchy is then automatically calculated from the de nitions
using existing automated reasoners such as RACER, FaCT or Pellet. The advantage of
this is that when adding, removing or updating de nitions the hierarchy is automatically
updated and does not have to be maintained separately. There is also a disadvantage
and that is that the calculated hierarchy is based on the semantic de nitions given and
this does not necessarily re ect the hierarchy that was speci ed by the designers of the
schemas. If the calculated hierarchy and the speci ed hierarchy diverge then there are
di erent reasons for this. One is that the de nitions are incorrect. This is the simplest
reason and can easily be xed by correcting the de nitions. The second possibility is
that the original speci ed hierarchy is based on knowledge that has not been speci ed in
the ontology. In this case the question arises why the knowledge has not been speci ed
and whether this knowledge should be speci ed. The most problematic reason is that the
originally speci ed hierarchy is not or not fully grounded in the semantics of the di erent
concepts and this is both the most frequent reason and the one that cannot be solved.
Figure 4.18 shows an example of the reclassi cation that happens in the Corine catalogue.
The categories Mineral extraction sites and Dump sites are children of the Mine,
dump and construction sites category in the original classi cation, but since they
are both industrial complexes and are also de ned as such the reasoner places the concepts
under the Industrial, commercial and transport units category as well. This is
an example of making implicit knowledge explicitly visible.
Figure 4.19 shows a similar example from the Realraumanalyse which demonstrates the
case where the original hierarchy does not really take the semantics of categories into
account. The original at list is transformed into a four level hierarchy that more closely
follows the semantics of the categories.
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Figure 4.19: Reclassi cation of the Forest tree in the Realraumanalyse.

Figure 4.20: Part of the skeleton ontology describing vegetation.

4.2.2 Skeleton Ontology
In order to make it possible for two de ned concepts to be compared, they must commit
to a certain shared vocabulary. This shared vocabulary de nes the properties that can
be used to de ne the de ned concepts and what values can be used in the de nitions.
Since multiple ontologies can be de ned based on the shared vocabulary it is impractical
to include it in every ontology. For this reason it has been factored out into the so called
skeleton ontology.
It is organised in a set of trees with every tree representing the hierarchical structure of a
certain area of knowledge. Figure 4.20 shows the tree structure describing the knowledge
about vegetation. At the top it splits into two main areas scrub and tree vegetation. The
scrub sub-tree contains all vegetation types that do not ful l the criteria for being trees.
The second area contains the information about those tree types that are necessary to
describe the LUC categories that are de ned.
The principle that only the minimum information that is necessary to describe the de ned
concepts is encoded is a guiding principle that is followed throughout the modelling of
the domain knowledge. For example while there are plenty of broad-leafed trees and some
of them also grow in the forests of the described areas, this information is not added to
the skeleton ontology, because there are no LUC categories that would make use of this
information. The information about broad-leafed trees could be added to the skeleton
ontology, but since it would provide no additional information and only increase the
complexity of the skeleton ontology it is left out. The same goes for the de nitions of the
LUC categories. For example such information as that an area of arable land has some
kind of access road, because otherwise the tractor could not reach it and thus it would
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not be arable or that it needs to be harvested at some time is not included, because again
while it is information about the LUC category it is not information that de nes the LUC
category. On the other hand the fact that an area of arable land in the Corine catalogue
should be homogeneous is included because in the metadata about the LUC category it
is explicitly stated that to be classi ed as arable land it must be homogeneous otherwise
it is classi ed di erently.
For each tree describing a certain area of knowledge at least one property is de ned.
The range of the properties is set to the root node of the area of knowledge that they
belong to. This of course implies that any children of the root node are also valid values
for the property. While in most cases one property is sucient for example in the area
of vegetation it is useful to di erentiate between the primary and secondary vegetation.
Thus two properties are de ned that have the same range but are ordered and thus also
di erently weighted in the similarity algorithm.
As described in the section 4.2.1 when the de nitions of two de ned concepts are compared
the similarity of two matching de nitions is the similarity of their ranges. Since the range
de nition allows for the union of concepts the similarity algorithm for concepts must
support four di erent situations
 Both ranges are single primitive concepts.
 The source range is a primitive concept and the target range a union of primitive
concepts.
 The source range is a union of primitive concepts and the target range a single
primitive concept.
 Both ranges are unions of primitive concepts.
For each of these situations we will now look at how the similarity is calculated.
Comparing two primitive concepts

Comparing two primitive concepts is the easiest of the comparison cases. The similarity
of two primitive concepts is inversely proportional to the minimum number of edges that
must be traversed in the skeleton ontology to get from the one concept to the other
( g. 4.21). Figure 4.22 shows the similarity calculation for the pair Broad-leafed and
Coniferous trees. To get from Broad-leafed to Coniferous requires traversing two
edges so the similarity SP between the two categories is 0.98. What is important for this
to return valid results is that there is only one branching principle for each level in the
tree of primitive concepts. This has the e ect that siblings are of the same quality and
that each edge between a sibling and the parent concept has the same similarity distance.
If this were not true then the similarity values of two siblings with their parent could be
the same even though they actually have di ering similarities.
Comparing a primitive concept to a union of primitive concepts

Comparing a primitive concept to a union of primitive concepts is similar to comparing
two primitive concepts. The primitive source concept is compared to each of the primitive
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jedges traversedj
100

Figure 4.21: De nition of similarity for two primitive concepts.

Figure 4.22: Similarity calculation for the two primitive concepts Broad-leafed and Coniferous.
concepts in the union using the primitive concept to primitive concept similarity calculation. From these comparisons the best one is chosen and the result from that comparison
is weighted to compensate for the additional primitive concepts in the union and that
is the nal similarity result ( g. 4.23). Figure 4.24 gives an example of the comparison
of the Mining building to the union of Industrial and Commercial buildings. The
nearest of the two is one edge away thus the similarity SP would be 0.98.
Comparing a union of primitive concepts to a primitive concept

This comparison is calculated by switching the two parameters and then applying the
primitive concept to union of primitive concepts calculation ( g. 4.25). The result is then
weighted by a factor of 0.25 that signi es the fact that a lot of information is lost in this
mapping. The factor has been determined empirically and further study is necessary to
guarantee that it is valid in other domains as well.
Comparing two unions of primitive concepts

The nal comparison is the one that delivers the widest range of similarity values. While
the rst two comparisons tend to result in high similarity values and the third one rather
lower ones this comparison gives results that range from complete matches to very low
similarity. It is calculated in the following way. First the optimal mapping between the
primitive concepts of both unions is calculated using the primitive concept to primitive
concept calculation. Then the rough similarity is calculated as the ratio between the
SP (C1 ; U2 ) = 1

jedges to nearestj + junmatched conceptsj
100

Figure 4.23: Similarity calculation for a primitive concept to a union of primitive concepts.
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Figure 4.24: Similarity calculation for the concept Mining to the union of Industrial and
Commercial.
SP (U1 ; C2 ) =

SP (C2 ; U1 )
4

Figure 4.25: Similarity calculation for a union of primitive concepts to a primitive concept.
number of matching and non-matching concepts. Finally this rough similarity is modi ed
by the similarity results from the matching concept to concept comparisons ( g. 4.26).
The example in gure 4.27 show the similarity between the union Service building and
camp site to the union of Service and Recreational building. All concepts can be matched
thus the similarity is 1, but not all matches are perfect and the inexact factor is 0.01 in
this case making the total similarity SP 0.99.

4.3 Evaluation
Many similarity algorithms are shown to work with certain small data sets, but to truly
test a similarity algorithm it is necessary to apply it to a larger real-world data set. This
has been done for the similarity algorithm presented in the previous chapter. It has been
applied to the domain of land-use and land-cover catalogues in the region of Carinthia,
Friuli-Venezia Giulia and Slovenia. These three regions have more or less strongly di ering
LUC catalogues. The Carinthian Realraumanalyse has been designed from the ground
up to describe the Austrian land-use situations and is very detailed. At the other end
the Slovenian data is in the European Corine catalogue that is designed to be used only
SP (U1 ; U2 ) =

jmatching conceptsj
jtotal conceptsj

inexact factor

(if the rst union is contained in the second one)
jmatching conceptsj inexact factor
SP (U1 ; U2 ) =
jtotal conceptsj  4
(if the second union is contained in the rst one)

Figure 4.26: Similarity calculation for two unions of primitive concepts.
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Figure 4.27: Similarity calculation for the union of Service and Camp site to the union of
Service and Recreational
with satellite photos and is thus very coarse. In between lies the Italian Moland catalogue
that is based on Corine but is more detailed in the size of the polygons in the data set
and has also been augmented with further categories that are of interest to the Friulan
users. When applying the model and similarity algorithm to the three LUC catalogues
the following conclusions can be made
 the algorithm works suciently well to be used in real-world situations,
 performance is a bottleneck,
 the resulting mappings are asymmetric,
 the algorithm rather maps to more general than to more speci c categories,
 some aspects cannot be modelled properly within the constraints of the current
system,
 in some areas human input might be sensible.
These conclusions will now be analysed in detail.

4.3.1 Tested in Real-World Situations
The results of applying the semantic similarity algorithm to the LUC catalogues have
been evaluated by experts from the Institute for Geography and Regional Studies at the
University of Klagenfurt2 , the Institute for Geoinformatics at the University of Munster3
and the Spatial Data Infrastructures Unit at the Joint Research Centre4 .
The evaluation results show that out of a total of 200 mappings between the Realraumanalyse and Corine 197 mappings are correct with only three erroneous mappings caused
by shortcomings in the model and similarity algorithm. Of these 197 correct mappings
30 were found that while correct would have been handled di erently by the experts due
to di erent methodologies. In addition to these the evaluation also showed up a number
of modelling errors ranging from incorrect and missing knowledge to errors resulting from
incorrect original metadata.
The results of the evaluation of the mappings between the other ontologies in the system
revealed a similar pattern with the average error rate varying between 0 and 5%. This
2 http://www.uni-klu.ac.at/geo
3 http://ifgi.uni-muenster.de
4 http://ies.jrc.cec.eu.int/sdi.html
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clearly shows that both the cognitive model and the semantic similarity algorithm are
suciently capable and correct to be aplied in real-world situations. Nevertheless the
rate of modelling errors of about 8% makes it clear that an implementation in a fully
unsupervised situation is not possible since the number of modelling errors is too high
and these errors can only be found by reviews and evaluations.
Shortcomings of the model

Unfortunately there are some erroneus mappings due to shortcomings of the model. These
are the most serious errors since the model needs to be changed and extended to solve
them. One example for this category is the Realraumanalyse category Other nonbuilt-up areas belonging to the public administration which in order to be
fully and correctly de ned would require the use of a negation operator since it must
de ne that it does not contain buildings and this operator currently does not exist in
the model. Another example is the Realraumanalyse category Knee timber partially
with turf or rocks. Here the model does not provide the primitives to de ne the
relations between di erent properties of the category. It is not possible to de ne that
the surface is a combination of natural vegetation and rocks with the ratio being around
90 to 10 percent. The same would have to be de ned for the ratio between knee timber
vegetation and alpine turf. While it is possible to de ne a primary and a secondary
vegetation or surface it is impossible to de ne what ratio exists between the two vegetation
types. Since the semantics cannot be correctly modelled the similarity algorithm then
miscalculates and in this case assigns the category to the Corine category Bare rocks.
Adding further primitives to the model is hard since it then also requires de ning how
these primitives in uence the similarity calculation. Still it is necessary so that the similarity algorithm can be applied to more complex situations. Further shortcomings of the
model that were already known before the evaluation are discussed in section 4.3.5.
Correct mappings that would be handled di erently by the domain expert

When the algorithm was developed one of the core principles was that it should provide
a complete mapping from one ontology onto another. If there is no really similar concept
in the target ontology then the algorithm should nd a similar but more abstract concept
to which to create the mapping to. The extreme being the situation where a concept is
mapped to the root concept of the target ontology. Examples of such mappings are from
the Corine categories Sea and Ocean, Olive groves or Annual crops associated
with permanent crops. For these categories there are no similar categories in the
Realraumanalyse since these things do not exist in Austria and the algorithm correctly
maps them to higher level categories. The problem is that the domain experts are able to
detect these situations where there is no truly similar category and then apply a di erent
strategy than the strategy used by the system. One of the strategies suggested by the
expert was to simply not create mappings for those categories for which there are no
proper similar categories and so create blank areas in the map. Anther strategy was to
change the mapping to a di erent category based upon knowledge that was not contained
in the original metadata but which came from experience dealing with land-use catalogues
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Ontology

Corine
Moland
Realraumanalyse

# Concepts Avg # properties Load time
64
96
136

3
5
6

31sec
3min 19sec
5min 16sec

Table 4.1: Load times for the ontologies in the system
and data sets. While in some cases this knowledge could be added to the de nitions in
most cases it came down to a personal hunch and that cannot be modelled.

4.3.2 Analysis of Algorithm
It is very likely that the semantic similarity algorithm is applied to ontologies of di erent
sizes. Especially when dealing with large ontologies this means that the complexity of the
algorithm becomes a relevant question. Basically the algorithm matches all concepts from
the source ontology to the target ontology and then selects the best mapping. This means
that when comparing two ontologies the maximum number of comparisons that have to
be made is the number of concepts in the source ontology times the number of concepts
in the target ontology times the number of properties that exist (O(N  M  P ) = O(N 3 )).
So the complexity of comparing two ontologies is cubic. In addition to this each ontology
has to be compared to all the other ontologies in the system and since the algorithm is
asymmetric for each ontology pair two calculations need to be made (O( N (N2 1)  2) =
O(N 2 )). This results in a total complexity of O(N 5 ). While this is already pretty slow it
is further increased by the fact that the ontologies are loaded and the hierarchy inferred
using Description Logics. The Description Logics inference algorithm runs in exponential
time thus making the whole system run in exponential time.
Running times

Table 4.1 shows the three ontologies that are currently available in the system, the number
of concepts in each ontology, the average number of properties per concept and the time
the Description Logics algorithm takes to load them. Table 4.2 shows the times that
the comparisons between two ontologies take. These numbers have been calculated by
running the algorithm which is implemented in Java5 ve times on a PowerPC G4 1.5GHz
with 768MB RAM and then averaging the run times. Since in a production environment
the ontologies would not be mapped to themselves the complete similarity calculation
takes about 2 minutes and the loading operation about 9 minutes. Thus the majority of
the total running time of 11 minutes is spent in the Description Logics reasoner.
The timings in table 4.1 clearly demonstrate the exponential increases in the time required
to infer the hierarchy. Increasing the number of concepts by a factor of 1.5 as when moving
from the Corine to the Moland ontology leads to an increase of the running time by a
factor of nearly 8. This increase is mainly due to the fact that when more concepts are
in an ontology then each concept must be de ned using more properties and this number
5 http://java.sun.com
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From / To
Corine Moland Realraumanalyse
Corine
5sec
10sec
15sec
Moland
11sec
20sec
31sec
Realraumanalyse 18sec
34sec
52sec
Table 4.2: Running times for the comparison of two ontologies
of properties is the primary in uence on the running time. Between the Moland and
Realraumanalyse ontologies the average number of de nitions does not increase so much
and thus the running time only increases by a factor of about 1.5.
An interesting fact that is visible in table 4.2 is that comparing a more complex ontology
to a less complex one is slower than in the opposite direction. Again the reason for this
is the average number of properties per concept since if the number of properties is lower
in the source ontology then the calculation of missing properties is slightly faster. Also
clearly visible in table 4.2 is that roughly doubling the number of concepts and properties
per concept leads to an increase of the comparison time by a factor of 10.
The timings shown in the two tables clearly indicate that it is not possible to run the
algorithm in an interactive way since the response time would be much to high. While
this is problematic as it means that the algorithm cannot be easily implemented as an
interactive web service that takes two data sources and the ontologies that describe them
and produces a mapping between them since the run time of possibly hours or days would
exceed the time-out period for an interactive service. It is nevertheless possible to use it in
an half interactive situation where the mappings between the ontologies are precalculated
oine and then the service only needs to take the actual data and can translate the data
from one classi cation into the other. This is the approach that has been taken in the
current implementation of the system. Still the fact that the Description Logics part runs
in exponential time means that the system cannot be used for larger ontologies since then
the system running time reaches the point where the algorithm for all practical uses never
terminates.
Optimisation

Clearly the complexity and speed of the system need to be improved and the area that
o ers the best possibility of improvement is the process of loading the ontology hierarchies. The best solution to achieve an improvement in this area would be to remove the
concept hierarchy inference and statically de ne the concept hierarchy when modelling
the ontologies. While this also removes the bene ts provided by the hierarchy inference
such as easier maintenance and also a rst check of the correctness of the de nitions the
speed improvement provided by eliminating this step simply outweighs the negative aspects. With this optimisation the complexity of the complete system would immediately
be reduced from exponential time to polynomial time which while still very high means
that at least the algorithm will run in a time that can be handled in real-world situations
Optimising the similarity calculation itself is much harder. One possibility would be to
use some kind of heuristic to determine which concepts to compare or at least which
concepts not to compare. Section 3.2 showed that at least for land-use data sets instance
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Figure 4.28: Example of asymmetry when mapping from the more detailed Realraumanalyse
to Corine

statistics cannot be used, but they might work in other domains. The heuristic would of
course have to be admissible so that the optimal mapping is always found.
The algorithm could also only expand the best similarity match at any level. In this case
the algorithm would rst calculate the similarity values for all concepts at the top level
of the hierarchy and then only expand into the children of the best match. This process
would then be repeated until the algorithm reaches the leaves of the hierarchy. While
this would increase the speed of the algorithm it also relies on the fact that the hierarchy
is based upon the semantic de nitions and thus is liable to make incorrect choices if the
hierarchy is statically de ned by the ontology creator. The possibility of a wrong choice
can be reduced by not only expanding the best child but the best N children, but even
then this optimisation would mean that the algorithm is no longer guaranteed to nd the
most similar concept.
One optimisation that the algorithm de nitely lends itself to is parallelisation. The similarity calculations and values of one concept do not in uence those of another concept.
Thus it is easily possible to perform them in parallel. This does not improve the actual
complexity of the algorithm but in practise could reduce the running time of the system.

4.3.3 Asymmetry of resulting mappings
An important aspect is that the results from the similarity algorithm are asymmetric.
This means that if a mapping is traversed from a concept in the Corine catalogue to a
concept in the Realraumanalyse category and then back then it is not guaranteed that the
Corine category is the one that was started from. This asymmetry has two sources. One is
that the algorithm itself is asymmetric when comparing property ranges. This means that
often comparing two concepts gives di erent values depending on which category is used
as the source category. This can mean that in the case where the similarity value is lower
there can be a di erent mapping with a higher similarity value. The second reason for the
asymmetry lies with the data. It is often the case that one of the two LUC catalogues that
are compared is more ore less detailed in that area. A nice example of this is the detail
level of forests in the Realraumanalyse as shown in gure 4.28. Here the more detailed
categories of the Realraumanalyse are mapped to the more general category in Corine
which in turn is mapped to the more general category in the Realraumanalyse. Figure
4.29 showcases the second reason why asymmetry can arise from the data, because the
Realraumanalyse does not have any categories related to seas and thus those categories
are mapped into the Realraumanalyse category Other Areas.
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Figure 4.29: Example of asymmetry due to missing categories when mapping from Corine to
the Realraumanalyse.

4.3.4 Mapping to more general categories
One interesting aspect that has become apparent from the use of the system is that the
similarity algorithm has a tendency to map categories to categories of a similar or higher
level of abstraction rather than to one of lower abstraction. This is actually the most
ideal characteristic that a similarity algorithm can have. What it means is that when
traversing the mappings there will probably be some information loss but no information
will be magically added. This is to be preferred over the situation where a more abstract
concept is mapped to a more concrete concept. In this situation if the user only sees
the mapped data and has no way of seeing the mapping then it is possible that the user
draws conclusions on the translated data that are based on the information that is added
by the mapping and not actually present in the original data. The prime example is
the one touched upon in previous sections where the Corine category Non-irrigated
arable land is mapped onto the Realraumanalyse category Non-irrigated arable
land on a flat surface. The information about the slope such as at in this case
is not a actually available in the Corine data, but when viewed through the mapping
to the Realraumanalyse it seems to be there and wrong conclusions could be based on
it. Currently no solution for this problem exists and it might be one of the areas where
human input might be necessary.

4.3.5 Shortcomings of the model and similarity algorithm
In addition to the shortcomings that were found a part of the evaluation process there
area a few shortcomings that were already known but that do not in uence the similarity
calculation. One such shortcoming can be seen in the Realraumanalyse category Alluvial Forest. An alluvial forest is a forest that lies next to a river or wetland. Since
the model currently does not support relations between concepts the fact that an alluvial
forest is a category that must lie next to a river cannot be fully modelled. Currently this
problem is xed with a workaround that adds a property lies next to to the skeleton
ontology with ranges such as River. But actually this does not fully capture the semantics since the the alluvial forest does not lie next to any river but only next to rivers
as they are de ned in the Realraumanalyse. These kinds of spatial relations between
categories probably need to be added to the model and the similarity algorithm extended
in such a way as to support such constructs.
In addition to the fact that relations between schema concepts cannot be modelled it is
also impossible to de ne relations between concepts in the skeleton ontology. One area
where this would be interesting is the di erent types of slope gradient that are de ned in
the skeleton ontology. These gradients are currently arranged as siblings in the gradient
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Figure 4.30: Current model of gradients in the skeleton ontology.

Figure 4.31: Extended gradients model including direct relations between siblings.
tree ( g.4.30). While this is sucient for the current situation since the gradient is only
used in the Realraumanalyse and thus never in uences the similarity calculation except
as a missing property if it is used in other catalogues as well then this creates a problem.
What happens is that since the gradients are all siblings the similarity between each pair
of gradients is exactly the same. This is obviously not true since a at slope is much more
similar to a slope with a slight inclination than to a steep slope. Adding a relation that
orders the gradients ( g. 4.31) to the model leads to the question how this changes the
similarity algorithm. What should the algorithm do if it encounters such a relation. Does
it mean that the is-a hierarchy cannot be used at all at this level in the tree or is the is-a
relation weighted so that it would lead to a stronger di erence than the relation between
siblings. Also is a traversal of one edge of this new relation the same as traversing one
is-a edge when adding the similarity results from a property with such relations to one
that uses only is-a relations. Further research is necessary to answer these questions and
thereby improve the model and similarity algorithm.

4.3.6 Human input
Finally the question remains whether in some areas human input into the similarity calculation might be a sensible solution. Originally the idea was that the similarity algorithm
should be fully automatic and require and allow no human input apart from the original
modelling work. While this seemed like a good idea at the outset of the development
of the algorithm the experiences from using the algorithm and also from the evaluation
suggest that the capability for additional human input would be useful. It would make it
possible to correct those mappings that the expert evaluation has determined to be wrong,
but could also used to change those mappings that the domain experts thought should
be changed even though they were correct. Since the evaluation showed such a large
number of errors stemming from the modelling process it is clear that a fully automatic
implementation is unrealistic and as such the human input could easily be integrated as
part of the evaluation process.
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5 HarmonISA Land-use Data
Integration System
One of the core tenets of the European union is the concept of a Europe of regions that
span across territorial lines. Apart from all other e orts this requires that the data and
data structures of the co-operating regions are integrated so that there are no longer
dividing boundaries at the national borders. The EU funds projects aiming to improve
this co-operation and one such project is ISA-Map1 . ISA-Map aims to harmonise the
national and regional data resources to enable transnational planning between Carinthia,
the autonomous region Friuli-Venezia Giulia and Slovenia. Di erent sub-projects exist
within the ISA-Map project ranging from harmonisation of metadata, a viewer for di erent geodata covering the region and the HarmonISA2 project which deals with semantic
integration of land-use data.
The HarmonISA project which was carried out at the Institute for Geography and Regional studies at the University of Klagenfurt forms the framework within which the
semantic similarity algorithm presented in section 4.2 was created. The aim was to develop a set of tools to automatically integrate di erent land-use data sets to create a
homogeneous view onto the land-use of the whole region.

5.1 Inside the HarmonISA System
The HarmonISA system provides an integration environment for LUC data. It does this
using a combination of existing tools and libraries combined with an implementation of
the semantic similarity algorithm and the results of which are then applied to the actual
data.

5.1.1 Technical Information
All tools and libraries that have been developed in the HarmonISA project have been
implemented in the Java3 programming language. The reason for this is that Java is a
cross-platform development tool and since the HarmonISA system is designed to run on
1 Harmonisation

of regional data resources for cross-border planning, a project within the INTERREG
IIIB CADSES framework, http://www.isamap.info
2 http://harmonisa.uni-klu.ac.at
3 http://java.sun.com
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the systems of three di erent countries no assumptions can be made about the platforms
on which the tools will have to run. Another advantage of the Java language is that
it provides a wide array of libraries that provide required functionality. These libraries
made it possible to quickly develop the core functionality of semantic similarity reasoning
without having to worry about such functions as loading OWL ontologies4 [BechEtAl03],
Description Logics reasoning5 or handling geographical data6 .
The HarmonISA system consists of one big web application that provides the main interface into the land-use data and similarity information and a set of small tools that support
the management of the system. Before we look into the management of the system a short
excursion into the area of LUC data.

5.1.2 Land-use / Land-cover Data Sets
This thesis has previously dealt with the problems that arise when attempting to formalise
the semantics of land-use and how to deal with the di erences between the di erent landuse catalogues. When transitioning from dealing with land-use data on the schema level
to land-use data on the instance data additional problematic areas arise.
Land-use / land-cover data sets are acquired by digitising and interpreting satellite and
aerial photographs. Depending on the scale at which the photos were taken the resulting
data sets have a di erent granularity. An aerial photograph at a scale of 1:5000 will
allow the borders of a forest to be marked out much more precisely than if based on a
satellite photo with a scale of 1:100000. Also digitising the borders of any area of landuse is a process of approximating the true shape of the area by a polygon. The more
detailed the photograph the more detailed the polygon can be and the better the actual
land-use pattern can be approximated. Finally each vertex of the polygon has a certain
geographical position on the earth. These coordinates are assumed to be on the spherical
earth but if they are to be displayed on a at two-dimensional map the coordinates need
to be projected. Di erent types of projection exist and di erent countries use di erent
projections due to historical but also precision reasons. When integrating data from
multiple sources these projections need to be harmonised as well and this adds another
source of errors to the geographical data. The results of these small errors can be seen
on the border between Carinthia and Slovenia (but of course also on the other borders)
as white areas where there is no land-use at all ( g. 5.1). These situations are inevitable
and can only be solved by correcting each of the a ected polygons by hand.
One further problematic situation exists and that is that in some cases the di erent LUC
catalogues have di erent cut-o values for when a certain land-use is included in the data
set and for when the area is just added to the surrounding land-use category. An example
of this is in the Corine catalogue where Urban Fabric is only considered if the total
area of that part is over 4 hectare. When data from a more detailed catalogue such as the
Realraumanalyse is translated into the Corine catalogue these cut-o and amalgamation
rules are not considered and thus the result is classi ed as Corine data but the level of
4 OWL API: http://owl.man.ac.uk/api.shtml
5 Pellet DL reasoner: http://www.mindswap.org/2003/pellet/index.shtml
6 GeoTools geoprocessing library: http://docs.codehaus.org/display/GEOTOOLS/Home
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Figure 5.1: Errors in the border area between Carinthia and Slovenia

Figure 5.2: Urban fabric in the three regions
detail is much higher. While this may not seem like a problem at rst it is troublesome
when comparing this much more detailed data to original Corine data. Figure 5.2 shows
Urban Fabric in the three regions and it is clearly visible that in Carinthia and FriuliVenezia Giulia the detail level at which urban fabric is acquired is much higher than in
Slovenia. If a user is not aware of the fact that there are these di erences in the original
data then he could conclude from the map that Slovenia is basically not very populated
at all. What the user cannot see is that if Corine data for Carinthia would be used it
would look similar to the data from Slovenia.

5.2 Creating the Integration Mapping
A lot of steps are required to get from a set of unconnected data sets to the fully integrated
view the user gets through the HarmonISA application ( g. 5.3). The data sets and their
metadata need to be analysed, their semantics extracted, these semantics then need to
be encoded in ontologies and if necessary the skeleton ontology has to be expanded to
provide the tools to describe the semantics, then the ontologies are fed into the similarity
algorithm, the results are evaluated and if errors are found then the process starts from the
beginning again. While it is possible to enter the complete data sets into the ontologies in
one iteration it is preferable to only encode a small portion of the LUC categories at rst
and then iteratively slowly add the remaining categories. The advantage of this is that
it breaks down the task into manageable parts and reduces the number of errors that are
made, since it allows to focus on one part at a time and do that one properly.
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Figure 5.3: Integration mapping work ow

5.2.1 Extraction of Land-use Category Semantics
The rst step is analysing the data sets and metadata to extract the semantics of each
LUC category. Depending on the data source more or less metadata is available. The
Corine catalogue has a very extensive metadata documentation that very clearly de nes
which land-use the categories describe. At the other end of the spectrum is the Realraumanalyse which basically only has the category names as descriptions. The advantage
with the Realraumanalyse was that it was also developed at the Institute for Geography
and Regional Studies in Klagenfurt and thus it was possible to ask the creators when the
semantics of a category were unclear. It is important that this step is not rushed since
everything from here on depends on the fact that the semantics of the LUC categories
have been extracted correctly.

5.2.2 Modelling Semantics in OWL Ontologies
The rst step and the second step of encoding the semantics in the ontologies are not as
clearly delimited as described here and happen pretty much in parallel. As mentioned
earlier the chosen ontology language was OWL and since OWL les are very verbose
XML les it is recommended to use some tool to create the ontologies. The primary tool
for creating OWL ontologies is Protege7 developed at the University of Stanford. While
Protege was primarily developed for its own ontology language it provides a very powerful
plug-in architecture and together with the OWL plug-in8 can be transformed into a really
powerful editor for the OWL language ( g. 5.4). The advantage of using this tool is that
it provides a set of functionalities that are very useful in the ontology modelling process
and help to avoid making errors.
 It sports an inline editor for the restrictions that de ne the LUC categories ( g.
5.5). The advantage of using this editor is that it catches all syntactic errors while
the de nitions are being created. Thus it is impossible to create de nitions that are
syntactically wrong which is an improvement since it means that these errors are
caught earlier on and not only when trying to calculate the mappings.
 It provides simple wizard functionality that aids in the development of the skeleton
ontology. The wizards provide such functionality as creating multiple subclasses
7 http://protege.stanford.edu
8 http://protege.stanford.edu/plugins/owl/
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Figure 5.4: Protege Ontology Development Environment

Figure 5.5: Protege inline restriction editor
quickly or adding a new property and values to the skeleton ontology. Creating
multiple subclasses quickly is a useful functionality when working on such ontologies
as the Realraumanalyse one that has a lot of categories with similar names as only
those parts of the category names need to be entered that are di erent and pre xes
and suxes can be added to create the full names of the categories. The second
wizard is very useful when working on the skeleton ontology ( g. 5.6. A sub-tree in
the skeleton ontology can be created quite quickly using a simple editor that uses
indentation to specify the desired hierarchy and then performs all the necessary
tasks such as creating the ontology concepts, the property setting the domain and
range of the property and if desired making the concepts disjoint.



Finally Protege provides an integrated way to access automated reasoners such as
Racer or FaCT ( g. 5.7). This makes it possible to use these reasoners to check
the ontologies for consistency and also whether there are any concepts that are
unsatis able due to their de nitions. They can also be used to infer the hierarchy
of the de ned concepts and errors in the hierarchy can be used to nd errors in the
de nitions.

While these may seem to be petty points the correctness of the modelled semantics is
vital for all other functionality of the system and thus any support that a tool can o er
to improve this correctness is useful.
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Figure 5.6: Protege OWL wizard

Figure 5.7: Protege using the FaCT reasoner
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Figure 5.8: Administration tool creating the similarity mappings

5.2.3 Semantic Similarity Calculation Library
When the required categories have been modelled in the ontologies the next step is to
use the semantic similarity algorithm to create the integration mappings between the
di erent ontologies. To do this an administrative application was developed that takes
the di erent ontologies and uses the semantic similarity calculation library to calculate
the mappings between the di erent ontologies ( g. 5.8).
The semantic similarity calculation library forms the core of the HarmonISA project.
It contains the data structures and algorithms necessary to store the ontologies and the
mappings between the di erent categories in the ontologies. rst the ontologies are loaded
from their OWL les and then the inferred is calculated hierarchy. To do this the OWL
API and Pellet OWL Description Logics reasoner are used. The OWL API is used to
load the OWL les into preliminary data structure on which the Pellet reasoner can
work. The hierarchy that the Pellet reasoner infers is then stored in a data structure that
was developed to make the similarity calculation and display of the similarity calculation
results as simple as possible. This data structure is then fed into the actual similarity
calculation algorithm.
The similarity calculation algorithm is an implementation of the algorithm described in
section 4.2. It iterates through all ontologies, comparing each ontology to all of the others
and storing the integration mapping results. For each ontology pair that is compared each
category from the source ontology is compared to each category of the target ontology. Of
course this is not very ecient but since the attempts at using data statistics to provide
a heuristics to optimise the algorithm failed it is currently the fastest implementation.
The similarity comparison for two categories leads to a number of comparison results, one
for each of the properties that are compared. Each of the property comparison results
contains further comparison results for the ranges of the properties that are compared.
These comparison results are the rst step in the similarity calculation. They are then
fed into the similarity calculator that calculates the nal similarity value between 0 and
1 out of the comparison results. The end result of this is a data structure containing
the complete ontologies and for each concept in each ontology a list of concepts from the
other ontologies that are most similar to it.
This whole process runs within the administrative application which after all calculations
have been completed serialises the data structure so that it can then be used in the other
applications that are part of the HarmonISA system.
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Figure 5.9: Tree view of the evaluation tool

Figure 5.10: Detail view of the evaluation tool

5.2.4 Similarity Mapping Evaluation
The serialised data structure is then loaded into the Ontology Browser that allows the
ontology developer to both look at the ontology structure that has been created but also
to inspect the mappings that have been calculated between the di erent concepts. It
provides two views into the integration mappings. The rst is a multi-tree view that
makes it possible to quickly evaluate the mappings between concepts ( g. 5.9). On the
left side is the tree structure of the currently selected ontology. On the right side are two
tree views that can be set to other ontologies. When concepts are selected in the selected
ontology on the left, then concepts in the other two ontologies that have been calculated
as having the selected concept as the most similar concept are immediately highlighted.
This makes it possible to quickly determine which concepts have been mapped to which
concept and whether there are any erroneous mappings.
If such erroneous mappings have been found or there are mappings where it is unclear why
the concepts have been mapped in that way then the second view comes into play. The
detail view shows the same information as the tree view but in a list form ( g: 5.10). An
additional functionality is that each of the mappings can be selected and the di erences
between the de nitions of the two concepts can be analysed. This makes it possible to
determine why a certain mapping has been calculated and whether this calculation is due
to an incorrect de nition of one of the two concepts.
After this evaluation of the mappings the decision is made whether a further iteration
of modifying the de nitions and calculating similarity is required or whether the results
are satisfactory. If another iteration is needed then the process restarts with either reevaluating the semantics of the concepts or directly with modifying the ontologies in
Protege. On the other hand if the results are satisfactory then they can be loaded into
those applications of the HarmonISA project that provide the interface to the user.
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5.2.5 HarmonISA Toolbox
The HarmonISA toolbox consists of a set of applications that are used in the development
and maintenance of the knowledge used within the HarmonISA project. Two applications
from the toolbox have already been mentioned namely the administrative application
that creates the mappings and the evaluation application. In addition tools have been
developed that cover the following functionalities
 Documentation of the semantics that have been encoded in the ontologies and also
the mappings that have been created. These documents are used as documentation
in the main application but also for external evaluation of the knowledge by domain
experts.
 Internationalisation is an important part of the HarmonISA project since it is aimed
at users in three di erent countries speaking three di erent languages. A tool has
been developed to ease the communication between the internationalisation in the
project and external translators.
 Data translation between the di erent catalogues. While the primary interface to
the data is provided via the web application it is sometimes necessary to create a
data set that contains the sum of all polygons from all source data sets translated
into one LUC catalogue. This data set can then be used in other applications or for
analysis.
 Statistical analysis of the data sets. This tool is is a leftover from the attempt to use
statistical rankings to improve the performance of the similarity algorithm. While
it is no longer used frequently it still provides interesting analytical results of the
LUC data sets.
These tools form the sca olding which is used to construct and maintain the primary
application, the Harmonised Land-Use Viewer.

5.3 HarmonISA Harmonised Land-Use Viewer
The Harmonised Land-Use Viewer provides the primary interface onto the land-use data
and similarity mappings that are the central product of the HarmonISA project. To reach
the largest possible audience and to make it as easy as possible for everybody to access
the results the viewer has been developed as a web application.

5.3.1 The User's View
When the user accesses the Harmonised Land-User Viewer9 the application interface loads
and the user is presented with the map of the region in the centre and a control panel on
the right hand side ( g. 5.11). In the control panel on the right hand side the user can
choose which LUC catalogue and from this catalogue which categories are to be displayed
9 http://harmonisa.uni-klu.ac.at
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Figure 5.11: HarmonISA Web Application

Figure 5.12: HarmonISA Web Application category selection
in the map. The application has been designed in such a way that any changes that the
user makes is immediately applied and the map area updated to re ect the new settings.
The same holds true for the lter selection ( g. 5.12) which allows the user to select
which catalogues to display and which to hide in the map. The user can then navigate
the map using the controls on the left side of the map ( g. 5.13) that support panning
and zooming. The user can also re-centre the map by clicking on the area to centre.
The system also provides access to similarity information. Either by using the query
tool and clicking on the area for which the similarity information should be displayed
or by using the catalogue viewer to access the complete similarity information for all
categories. The similarity information is available in three levels of detail ( g. 5.14).
Either all categories can be displayed, one category with its similar categories or the

Figure 5.13: HarmonISA Web Application map controls
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Figure 5.14: HarmonISA Web Application catalogue viewer

Figure 5.15: HarmonISA Web Application semantic query de nition
detailed comparison including explanation of the di erences between two categories.
The nal functionality that is provided by the application is performing a semantic query
against the system. This functionality makes it possible to de ne a complex query that
can then be run against the other LUC catalogues that are available in the system. The
user uses the properties and values de ned in the skeleton ontology to create a query ( g.
5.15) and the system then uses the semantic similarity algorithm to perform the query
and displays the results in the map ( g. 5.16).

Figure 5.16: HarmonISA Web Application semantic query results
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Figure 5.17: Work ow for the interaction between user interface and application

5.3.2 Under the Hood
The application itself is a combination of HTML10 and CSS11 for displaying the application interface, Java Servlets and Java Server Pages provide the server side functionality
and JavaScript is used to make the interface interactive and also to glue the interface
to the server side functionality. A typical activity follows the pattern described in gure
5.17. The user performs an action, for example selecting an additional category to display.
Clicking on the box to select a category calls a JavaScript script that opens a HTTP12
connection to the server and sends a request detailing the action the user has performed.
The server receives the request with the action and applies it to the user's server side
application state. In this case the category is selected and also all child categories are
selected. The server then sends a response back to the JavaScript script including information on what was selected. The script then updates the user interface to re ect the
server side state of the application.
What is important to note is that for every user a separate state is created. Thus at
any time more than one instance of the application state will exist on the server side.
Every time an action is performed and a request sent by the JavaScript to the server the
server determines which user sent the request and fetches the correct application state.
The actions are then performed on the state and sent back to the user. This makes it
possible to write a generic handling code that only has to be instantiated once which in
turn reduces the system requirements, while still supporting a large number of users.
Three main areas can be identi ed within the server side application
 LUC catalogue handling involves all actions such as selecting the catalogue and
categories, applying lters and displaying similarity information.
 Map rendering handles the rendering of the maps that the user requests.
 Querying implements the map query and semantic query functionality of the system.
Most of the functionality is pretty standard for a web application but some areas deserve
attention.
Internationalisation

The goal of the HarmonISA project is to allow users from the three countries involved
in the ISA-Map project to access the land-use data of the complete region in the format
10 HyperText Markup Language: The markup language for web pages, see http://www.w3c.org
11 Cascading Style Sheets: A way of formatting web pages created using HTML
12 HyperText Transport Protocol: The protocol used for requesting and sending web pages
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and catalogue that they are accustomed to. This of course also involves the language of
the interface. To enable this an internationalisation system has been integrated into the
application that translates all parts of the user interface and also the di erent land-use
categories into the desired language. Unfortunately automatic translation is not yet up
to this task and thus the translations have to be done by translators and then statically
included into the application.
Category selection and de-selection handling

The category selection and de-selection handling is an interesting area because it showcases the situation where the technology used doesn't fully support the required functionality. As mentioned in section 4.2.1 some LUC categories are placed multiple times in
the hierarchy of the catalogue. This means that the hierarchy is not a tree but a directed
graph structure. While this is easily represented in the data structure that is used on the
server side of the application since there a category can simply have multiple parents, it
cannot be done in HTML which only supports tree structures. Thus the directed graph
structure needs to be unfolded into a tree structure and this leads to the situation that
some categories are present in more than one position in the HTML tree. Thus when the
user selects or deselects one instance of the category in the tree then the other instances
need to be selected or deselected as well. To do this each category on the server side stores
a list of identi ers that identify the nodes in the HTML tree. This way the application
knows which nodes in the HTML tree belong together and need to be selected/deselected
together.
Map rendering and caching

To perform the rendering of the map the application uses functionality provided by the
GeoTools library. While this library is very powerful and provides a lot of geoprocessing
functionality the rendering can be very slow if the amount of data is very large. To combat
this an elaborate caching strategy has been developed that builds on three pillars. The
map is split up into a grid of map tiles, these map tiles can then be cached and the
polygons in the map tiles can be pre-calculated to further increase performance. This
leads to the process depicted in gure 5.18 when the map needs to be redrawn. First the
user performs the action leading to the map needing to be redrawn, for example changing
the zoom level. This action is transmitted to the server and the server determines the
coordinates of the map tiles that are needed to display the desired map area. On the client
side the JavaScript script updates the source information for the array of image elements
that show the map tiles. This change induces the browser to request the new map tiles
from the server13 . Back at the server the map tile request contains the coordinates of the
tile to be rendered. The application rst checks the in memory cache whether this tile
has already been rendered. If the image is found then it is immediately sent back to the
browser and displayed. If it is not in the memory cache then the next level is the disk
cache. Finally if the tile is also not found in the disk cache then it is newly rendered. This
13 Another

level of caching is actually included here, since the browser also caches images that have been
loaded before.
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Figure 5.18: Work ow for the process of rendering maps
rendering uses the pre-calculated set of polygons that are displayed in the map tile. The
rendered image is then added to both caches and sent back to the browser and displayed.
These three levels of caching together allow the system to reach a suciently high map
display speed to provide a non-frustrating experience to the user.
What is important to note is that both caches are not speci c to the user but shared
by all users of the application. This means that it is necessary to not only identify the
map tiles by the area that they cover but also by what catalogue was used to render the
map tile and which categories were rendered from the catalogue in the tile. This is also
necessary to avoid the browser displaying cached data when the catalogue is changed.
The advantage of this is that the map tiles that were rendered for one user can also be
used for all other users again increasing the eciency of the system.
Semantic querying

The semantic querying functionality makes it possible for the user to query the LUC
catalogues in the system using the semantic similarity algorithm. The way this works
( g. 5.19) is that rst the user de nes the query that should be performed. The query
consists of a list of properties plus the ranges that these properties may have. This
de nition of the query is sent to the server where properties without ranges and other
invalid parts of the query are ltered out. When the users starts the query the query
de nition on the server side is transformed into a virtual LUC category that has the
query de nition as its de nition. This virtual LUC category is then compared to all
the existing LUC catalogues using the semantic similarity algorithm. The results from
this semantic comparison are then split into ten groups based on the similarity value
with the exception of those comparisons that resulted in a similarity value of 0 which
are discarded. The results are then added into a virtual LUC catalogue that is then
automatically selected in the interface and the results of the query displayed.
There is one small di erence between the way the semantic similarity algorithm is used
when calculating the similarity between the LUC catalogues and when used for querying.
The query de nitions tend to be shorter than the ones in the de nitions of the LUC
categories and this leads to a lot of missing properties which reduces the clarity of the
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Figure 5.19: Work ow for semantic querying
query result. To combat this all properties that are not in the query de nition are weighted
by a factor of 0.2 to reduce their in uence on the result. This factor has been determined
empirically to deliver good query results and would have to be validated before it can be
used in other domains.
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6 Conclusions
Integration of data is a hard problem. There are a lot of obstacles that need to be
overcome in order to integrate two or more data sources such as di ering encodings,
structures and scopes. If an attempt is made to also integrate the semantics of the data
then the problem becomes even harder. More and larger obstacles must be overcome
and in some cases cannot be fully solved at all. Semantic integration means having to
deal with problems such as di erent scopes of concepts, di erent modelling principles,
homonyms and synonyms. Automatic integration of semantics is even harder. While a
human when performing a semantic integration can bring all his knowledge to the problem
the computer is only aware of what it has been explicitly told. Thus it is necessary to
create a very precise and explicit description of the semantics involved. Only based on
such descriptions is it possible to perform automatic semantic integration of data and
schemas.
This thesis introduced an algorithm to perform automatic semantic integration of ontologies. It is based on a methodology for ontology modelling that aims to maximise both
the expressiveness of the ontology and also the ability to perform automated reasoning
on the knowledge in the ontology. The ontology model and semantic similarity algorithm
are based on a hybrid cognitive model that is constructed out of a combination of the
feature model[Tver77] and network model[RadaEtAl89]. Since it is based on a cognitively
valid model the results obtained by using it are also cognitively valid. Using this semantic similarity algorithm an application has been developed that automatically integrates
land-use and land-cover data sets from the regions Carinthia, Friuli-Venezia Giulia and
Slovenia. The combination of a cognitive model and a workable implementation what
gives the algorithm described in this thesis an advantage over existing systems.
In order to validate the semantic similarity model and algorithm the results from applying
them to the land-use domain have been evaluated by a number of experts from the
land-use and geoinformation eld. This evaluation highlighted some known and some
unknown problem areas, but also some areas where the algorithm works very well. The
results are consistently good enough to deploy the algorithm in a productive environment
with the average number of correct mappings being between 95 and 100 percent. Of the
strengths and weaknesses that were already known the greatest strength is at the same
time one of the greatest weaknesses and that is the simplicity of the model. While this
makes modelling very easy and the similarity calculation understandable it also severely
restricts what can be expressed in the model. A further strength is that both are built
on open standards which makes integration into other systems much easier as there are
no proprietary hurdles to overcome.
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A de nite weakness of the algorithm is performance as the algorithm calculates all possible
mappings between two ontologies and only then selects the best and also uses Description
Logics reasoning in some areas. This leads to the whole system running in exponential
time. For large and complex ontologies this makes the whole system basically unusable and
is already problematic for the ontology sizes used in the development and evaluation of the
algorithm. Optimisations are possible and could reduce the complexity from exponential
to polynomial (O(N 5 )) which while a lot faster still precludes the use in an interactive
environment. Nevertheless since the ontologies describing the data do not change often
it is possible to precalculate the integration mapping and thus make it possible to deploy
the system in a production environment.
One of the problems that derive from the simplicity of the model is that relations between
concepts are not supported. This means that all or some of the knowledge that is inherent
in the relations is lost when transferred into the hybrid model. Currently in such a
situation where a relation between two concepts would be necessary an extra property is
added to describe the contents of the relation. This makes it possible to model part of
the knowledge of the relation, but not the actual relation itself. So for example for an
alluvial forest a property lies next to would be added and the value of the property
set to River. The problem is that the knowledge that the river value from the property
is the same as the river in the LUC catalogue is only implicit within the names of the
property and the property value and thus not available to the similarity algorithm. Then
if a similar alluvial forest is de ned in a di erent LUC catalogue the property is reused.
To the similarity algorithm it now looks as if the two de nitions are exactly the same,
although in the original metadata they actually refer to the rivers in their respective LUC
catalogues which might have di ering de nitions. Thus while this is a solution to the
basic modelling de ciency it also creates further problems.
A more fundamental problem is that not everything can be reduced to reasoning on
concepts. Many things either have continuous or fuzzy properties. For example in the
Realraumanalyse catalogue the agricultural areas are classi ed based on relative amount
of arable land and pastures in the area. This percentage is a continuous value between
0 and 100 with each agricultural category de ning a lower and upper bound the percentage must have for an area to be classi ed into that category. Neither OWL nor the
semantic similarity algorithm currently support reasoning on these kinds of properties
and restrictions. The real problem here being that OWL does not support it, since while
the algorithm can be changed this is not true for the OWL language.
Finally the model and algorithm su er from the fact that the similarity algorithm only
supports a very limited set of simple constructors. Each concept can only be de ned using
one set of conjunctions. It is not possible to specify that for parts of the de nition there are
multiple alternatives of how the concept is de ned. For example in the relevant metadata
the Mixed Forest category is de ned as a mixture of broad-leafed and coniferous trees,
but has a second de nition that includes sub-arctic coniferous forest with a tree height of
under ve meters. Since the model does not support these kinds of dual de nitions one
of the two must be chosen and in this case the more frequent one namely the mixture
of broad-leafed and coniferous trees was chosen. Nevertheless this does not actually
fully capture the semantics of the category. Another situation that cannot be modelled is
when the de nition contains exclusions such as the de nition of Discontinuous Urban
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Fabric for which the metadata says that it excludes areas that are used for holiday and

vacation housing. Both problems can be solved by extending the model but the question
then arises on what e ect this has on the similarity algorithm.
Although the model and similarity algorithm are still very primitive and su er from
the shortcomings mentioned above the fact that they already produce results with more
than 95% correctness implies that they can already be deployed in real world situations.
Further study is necessary to nd solutions for the remaining problems. Then the model
and the similarity algorithm should be able to deal e ectively and successfully with the
knowledge involved in most real world situations.
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Appendix A - Ontology Structures
Structure of the Realraumanalyse Ontology
Settlement area
Primarily open development
Open development in general, undi erentiated
Uniform detached housing area
Di erent extensive peripheral uses
Splittered settlement areas, if not as speci c objects
Uniform detached housing area
Di erent extensive peripheral uses
Primarily continuous urban areas
City centres
Other town centres
Rural settlement (along road)
Centres of not continuously built up settlements
Incomplete village along road
Chain villages
Mixture of housing and larger businesses - continuous
Other dense urban areas
Primarily densly built up urban settlement area with old buildings
Densly built-up urban settlement area
Dense urban area, primarily housing
Multi-storey apartment blocks
Dense urban area, multifunctional
Former village now part of the city
Mixture of housing and larger businesses - dense
Dominantly commercial areas
Undi erentiated business area
Mixture of housing and larger businesses - continuous
Mixture of housing and larger businesses - dense
Mixture of housing and business use
Wine cellar road
Industrial and commercial areas in general
Dominantly commercial areas
Industrialarea
Mining and dump site
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Peripheral shopping centre
Gardenmarket, tree nursery
Built-up areas belonging to the public administration
Public parks
Green areas in the settlement area
Cemeteries
Public parks
Golf course
Sports facility
Golf course
Leisure housing area
Tourism and leisure facilities
Small gardens
Extensive leisure area
Historical buildings: chateau, monastery; ring-road buildings in Vienna
Transportation area
Motorways
Motorwaytunnel
Trainstation
Airport
Pasture also winter sports are, at
Pasture also winter sports are, slight inclination
Pasture also winter sports are, moderate inclination
Pasture also winter sports are, steep
Pasture also winter sports are, mountain pasture elevation
Other sport and leisure area in the green area
Golf course
Agricultural area
Arable land > 90%, at
Arable land dominant with pastures > 0.50%, at
Arable land - pastures mix 20% < 60%, at
Pasture dominant with arable land > 0.50%, at
Pasture > 90%, at
Fruit plantations, arable-specialised crop complexes, at
Vineyard, arable land - vineyard complex, at
Specialised crops with arable / pasture areas, at
Pasture also winter sports are, at
Arable land > 90%, slight inclination
Arable land dominant with pastures > 0.50%, slight inclination
Arable land - pastures mix 20% < 60%, slight inclination
Pasture dominant with arable land > 0.50%, slight inclination
Pasture > 90%, slight inclination
Fruit plantations, arable-specialised crop complexes, slight inclination
Vineyard, arable land - vineyard complex, slight inclination
Specialised crops with arable / pasture areas, slight inclination
Pasture also winter sports are, slight inclination
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Arable land > 90%, moderate inclination
Arable land dominant with pastures > 0.50%, moderate inclination
Arable land - pastures mix 20% < 60%, moderate inclination
Pasture dominant with arable land > 0.50%, moderate inclination
Pasture > 90%, moderate inclination
Fruit plantations, arable-specialised crop complexes, moderate inclination
Vineyard, arable land - vineyard complex, moderate inclination
Specialised crops with arable / pasture areas, moderate inclination
Pasture also winter sports are, moderate inclination
Arable land > 90%, steep
Arable land dominant with pastures > 0.50%, steep
Arable land - pastures mix 20% < 60%, steep
Pasture dominant with arable land > 0.50%, steep
Pasture > 90%, steep
Fruit plantations, arable-specialised crop complexes, steep
Vineyard, arable land - vineyard complex, steep
Specialised crops with arable / pasture areas, steep
Pasture also winter sports are, steep
Arable land > 90%, mountain pastures
Arable land dominant with pastures > 0.50%, mountain pastures
Arable land - pastures mix 20% < 60%, mountain pastures
Pasture dominant with arable land > 0.50%, mountain pastures
Pasture > 90%, mountain pasture
Fruit plantations, arable-specialised crop complexes, mountain pasture
Vineyard, arable land - vineyard complex, mountain pasture
Specialised crops with arable / pasture areas, mountain pasture
Pasture also winter sports are, mountain pasture elevation
Forests
Coniferous forest dominates
Black pine vegetation
Black pine with broad-leaved vegetation
Black pine forest with additional rs and larches
Black pine forest with rs and larches
Coniferous forest with rocky areas
Broad-leaved forest dominates
Broad-leaved forest with black pines (< 50%)
Broad-leaved forest with black pines, rs and larches
Mixed forest, coniferous forest dominates
Black pine with broad-leaved vegetation
Mixed and broad-leaved forest with rocky areas
Larger tracts of woods along rivers
Mixed forest, broad-leaved forest dominates
Broad-leaved forest with black pines (< 50%)
Broad-leaved forest with black pines, rs and larches
Sub-alpine - alpine Zone
Subalpine broad-leaved bushes, with partial tree vegetation
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Glacier
Rubble and boulders
Rocky terrain
Alpine turf partially with trees
Continuous alpine turf vegetation
Combination of knee timber with alpine turf
Alpine turf with trees and tree groups
Continuous knee timber
Knee timber partially with turf and rocks
Pasture outside of the continuous settlement area
Skipistes in the alpine Zone
Other areas
Wetlands (Moors in agricultural areas), at
Wetlands (Moors in agricultural areas), slight inclination
Wetlands (Moors in agricultural areas), moderate inclination
Wetlands (Moors in agricultural areas), steep
Wetlands (Moors in agricultural areas), eben
Moor with tree vegetation
Moors in the subalpine / alpine area
Standing water body
Water courses
Glacial ski regions
Skipistes in the alpine Zone
Skipistes on alpine Turf
Winter sport area in the woods and lower mountain pasture zone
Other non-built-up areas owned by the public administration
Built-up areas belonging to the public administration
Public parks

Structure of the Corine Ontology
Arti cial surfaces
Urban fabric
Continuous urban fabric
Discontinuous urban fabric
Green urban areas
Industrial, commercial and transport units
Industrial or commercial units
Mineral extraction sites
Dump sites
Road and rail networks and associated land
Port areas
Airports
Mine, dump and construction sites
Mineral extraction sites
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Dump sites
Construction sites
Arti cial non-agricultural vegetated areas
Green urban areas
Sport and leisure facilities
Agricultural areas
Arable land
Non-irrigated arable land
Permanently irrigated land
Rice elds
Permanent crops
Fruit trees and berry plantations
Vineyards
Olive groves
Pastures
Heterogeneous agricultural areas
Annual crops associated with permanent crops
Complex cultivation patterns
Land principally occupied by agriculture, with signi cant areas of natural vegetation
Agro-forestry areas
Forests and semi-natural areas
Forests
Agro-forestry areas
Broad-leafed forest
Coniferous forest
Mixed forest
Scrub and/or herbaceous vegetation association
Natural graslands
Moors and heathland
Sclerophyllous vegetation
Transitional woodland shrub
Open spaces with little or no vegetation
Beaches, dunes and sand plains
Bare rocks
Sparsely vegetated areas
Burnt areas
Glaciers and perpetual snow
Wetlands
Inland wetlands
Inland marshes
Peatbogs
Coastal wetlands
Salt marshes
Salines
Intertidal ats
Water bodies
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Inland waters
Water courses
Water bodies
Marine waters
Coastal lagoons
Estuaries
Sea and ocean

Appendix B - Similarity mappings
Mappings Realraumanalyse to Corine
Evaluation key:

Mapping is correct: ok
Mapping is correct but reclassi ed by expert: reclassi ed
Mapping is wrong due to modelling error: modelling
Mapping is wrong due to modell shortcoming: error
Settlement area ! Arti cial surfaces : ok
Other non-built-up areas owned by the public administration ! Arti cial surfaces :
modelling
Mixture of housing and larger businesses - dense ! Urban fabric : ok
Other dense urban areas ! Urban fabric : modelling
Primarily densly built up urban settlement area with old buildings ! Urban fabric :
modelling
Densly built-up urban settlement area ! Urban fabric : modelling
Former village now part of the city ! Urban fabric : ok
Dense urban area, primarily housing ! Urban fabric : ok
Multi-storey apartment blocks ! Urban fabric : ok
Dense urban area, multifunctional ! Urban fabric : ok
Built-up areas belonging to the public administration ! Continuous urban fabric : ok
Mixture of housing and larger businesses - continuous ! Continuous urban fabric : ok
Extensive leisure area ! Continuous urban fabric : modelling
Leisure housing area ! Continuous urban fabric : modelling
Tourism and leisure facilities ! Continuous urban fabric : modelling
Historical buildings: chateau, monastery; ring-road buildings in Vienna ! Continuous
urban fabric : modelling
Primarily continuous urban areas ! Continuous urban fabric : ok
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Chain villages ! Continuous urban fabric : modelling
Rural settlement (along road) ! Continuous urban fabric : ok
Other town centres ! Continuous urban fabric : ok
City centres ! Continuous urban fabric : ok
Incomplete village along road ! Continuous urban fabric : modelling
Centres of not continuously built up settlements ! Continuous urban fabric : ok
Wine cellar road ! Discontinuous urban fabric : ok
Mixture of housing and business use ! Discontinuous urban fabric : ok
Open development in general, undi erentiated ! Discontinuous urban fabric : ok
Uniform detached housing area ! Discontinuous urban fabric : ok
Di erent extensive peripheral uses ! Discontinuous urban fabric : ok
Splittered settlement areas, if not as speci c objects ! Discontinuous urban fabric : ok
Public parks ! Green urban areas : ok
Cemeteries ! Green urban areas : ok
Small gardens ! Green urban areas : ok
Undi erentiated business area ! Industrial, commercial and transport units : ok
Transportation area ! Industrial, commercial and transport units : ok
Industrial and commercial areas in general ! Industrial or commercial units : ok
Dominantly commercial areas ! Industrial or commercial units : ok
Gardenmarket, tree nursery ! Industrial or commercial units : ok
Industrialarea ! Industrial or commercial units : ok
Mining and dump site ! Industrial or commercial units : modelling
Peripheral shopping centre ! Industrial or commercial units : ok
Motorways ! Road and rail networks and associated land : ok
Trainstation ! Road and rail networks and associated land : ok
Motorwaytunnel ! Road and rail networks and associated land : ok
Airport ! Airports : ok
Green areas in the settlement area ! Arti cial non-agricultural vegetated areas : ok
Golf course ! Sport and leisure facilities : ok
Other sport and leisure area in the green area ! Sport and leisure facilities : ok
Sports facility ! Sport and leisure facilities : ok
Glacial ski regions ! Sport and leisure facilities : ok
Skipistes on alpine Turf ! Sport and leisure facilities : ok
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Skipistes in the alpine Zone ! Sport and leisure facilities : ok
Winter sport area in the woods and lower mountain pasture zone ! Sport and leisure
facilities : ok
Agricultural area ! Agricultural areas : ok
Arable land > 90%, at ! Non-irrigated arable land : ok
Arable land > 90%, mountain pastures ! Non-irrigated arable land : ok
Arable land > 90%, moderate inclination ! Non-irrigated arable land : ok
Arable land > 90%, slight inclination ! Non-irrigated arable land : ok
Arable land > 90%, steep ! Non-irrigated arable land : ok
Arable land dominant with pastures > 10%, at ! Non-irrigated arable land : ok
Arable land dominant with pastures > 10%, mountain pastures ! Non-irrigated arable
land : ok
Arable land dominant with pastures > 10%, moderate inclination ! Non-irrigated
arable land : ok
Arable land dominant with pastures > 10%, slight inclination ! Non-irrigated arable
land : ok
Arable land dominant with pastures > 10%, steep ! Non-irrigated arable land : ok
Arable land - pastures mix 40% < 60%, at ! Non-irrigated arable land : ok
Arable land - pastures mix 40% < 60%, mountain pastures ! Non-irrigated arable land
: ok
Arable land - pastures mix 40% < 60%, moderate inclination ! Non-irrigated arable
land : ok
Arable land - pastures mix 40% < 60%, slight inclination ! Non-irrigated arable land
: ok
Arable land - pastures mix 40% < 60%, steep ! Non-irrigated arable land : ok
Fruit plantations, arable-specialised crop complexes, at ! Fruit trees and berry plantations : ok
Fruit plantations, arable-specialised crop complexes, mountain pasture ! Fruit trees
and berry plantations : ok
Fruit plantations, arable-specialised crop complexes, moderate inclination ! Fruit trees
and berry plantations : ok
Fruit plantations, arable-specialised crop complexes, slight inclination ! Fruit trees and
berry plantations : ok
Fruit plantations, arable-specialised crop complexes, steep ! Fruit trees and berry plantations : ok
Vineyard, arable land - vineyard complex, at ! Vineyards : ok
Vineyard, arable land - vineyard complex, mountain pasture ! Vineyards : ok
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Vineyard, arable land - vineyard complex, moderate inclination ! Vineyards : ok
Vineyard, arable land - vineyard complex, slight inclination ! Vineyards : ok
Vineyard, arable land - vineyard complex, steep ! Vineyards : ok
Pasture > 90%, at ! Pastures : ok
Pasture > 90%, mountain pasture ! Pastures : ok
Pasture > 90%, moderate inclination ! Pastures : ok
Pasture > 90%, slight inclination ! Pastures : ok
Pasture > 90%, steep ! Pastures : ok
Pasture dominant with arable land > 10%, at ! Pastures : ok
Pasture dominant with arable land > 10%, mountain pastures ! Pastures : ok
Pasture dominant with arable land > 10%, moderate inclination ! Pastures : ok
Pasture dominant with arable land > 10%, slight inclination ! Pastures : ok
Pasture dominant with arable land > 10%, steep ! Pastures : ok
Pasture also winter sports are, at ! Land principally occupied by agriculture, with
signi cant areas of natural vegetation : ok
Pasture also winter sports are, mountain pasture elevation ! Land principally occupied
by agriculture, with signi cant areas of natural vegetation : ok
Pasture also winter sports are, moderate inclination ! Land principally occupied by
agriculture, with signi cant areas of natural vegetation : ok
Pasture also winter sports are, slight inclination ! Land principally occupied by agriculture, with signi cant areas of natural vegetation : ok
Pasture also winter sports are, steep ! Land principally occupied by agriculture, with
signi cant areas of natural vegetation : ok
Specialised crops with arable / pasture areas, at ! Land principally occupied by
agriculture, with signi cant areas of natural vegetation : ok
Specialised crops with arable / pasture areas, mountain pasture ! Land principally
occupied by agriculture, with signi cant areas of natural vegetation : ok
Specialised crops with arable / pasture areas, moderate inclination ! Land principally
occupied by agriculture, with signi cant areas of natural vegetation : ok
Specialised crops with arable / pasture areas, slight inclination ! Land principally
occupied by agriculture, with signi cant areas of natural vegetation : ok
Specialised crops with arable / pasture areas, steep ! Land principally occupied by
agriculture, with signi cant areas of natural vegetation : ok
Sub-alpine - alpine Zone ! Forests and semi-natural areas : reclassi ed
Forests ! Forests : reclassi ed
Larger tracts of woods along rivers ! Forests : ok
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Broad-leaved forest dominates ! Broad-leafed forest : ok
Broad-leaved forest with black pines (< 50%) ! Broad-leafed forest : ok
Broad-leaved forest with black pines, rs and larches ! Broad-leafed forest : reclassied/modelling
Black pine with broad-leaved vegetation ! Coniferous forest : reclassi ed/modelling
Coniferous forest dominates ! Coniferous forest : ok
Coniferous forest with rocky areas ! Coniferous forest : ok
Black pine vegetation ! Coniferous forest : ok
Black pine forest with rs and larches ! Coniferous forest : ok
Black pine forest with additional rs and larches ! Coniferous forest : ok
Mixed and broad-leaved forest with rocky areas ! Mixed forest : ok
Mixed forest, broad-leaved forest dominates ! Mixed forest : ok
Mixed forest, coniferous forest dominates ! Mixed forest : ok
Continuous alpine turf vegetation ! Scrub and/or herbaceous vegetation association :
reclassi ed
Alpine turf with trees and tree groups ! Scrub and/or herbaceous vegetation association
: ok
Combination of knee timber with alpine turf ! Scrub and/or herbaceous vegetation
association : ok
Subalpine broad-leaved bushes, with partial tree vegetation ! Scrub and/or herbaceous
vegetation association : ok
Continuous knee timber ! Scrub and/or herbaceous vegetation association : ok
Pasture outside of the continuous settlement area ! Scrub and/or herbaceous vegetation
association : reclassi ed
Alpine turf partially with trees ! Bare rocks : reclassi ed
Rocky terrain ! Bare rocks : ok
Knee timber partially with turf and rocks ! Bare rocks : error
Rubble and boulders ! Sparsely vegetated areas : modelling
Glacier ! Glaciers and perpetual snow : ok
Wetlands (Moors in agricultural areas), at ! Wetlands : ok
Wetlands (Moors in agricultural areas), eben ! Wetlands : ok
Wetlands (Moors in agricultural areas), moderate inclination ! Wetlands : ok
Wetlands (Moors in agricultural areas), slight inclination ! Wetlands : ok
Wetlands (Moors in agricultural areas), steep ! Wetlands : ok
Moors in the subalpine / alpine area ! Wetlands : ok
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Moor with tree vegetation ! Wetlands : ok
Other areas ! Water bodies : ok
Water courses ! Water courses : ok
Standing water body ! Water bodies : ok

Mappings Corine to Realraumanalyse
Evaluation key:

Mapping is correct: ok
Mapping is correct but reclassi ed by expert: reclassi ed
Mapping is wrong due to modelling error: modelling
Mapping is wrong due to modell shortcoming: error
Arti cial surfaces ! Settlement area : ok
Arti cial non-agricultural vegetated areas ! Settlement area : modelling
Industrial, commercial and transport units ! Settlement area : ok
Mine, dump and construction sites ! Settlement area : ok
Construction sites ! Settlement area : ok
Discontinuous urban fabric ! Open development in general, undi erentiated : ok
Continuous urban fabric ! Primarily continuous urban areas : ok
Urban fabric ! Other dense urban areas : ok
Green urban areas ! Dense urban area, multifunctional : modelling
Industrial or commercial units ! Industrial and commercial areas in general : ok
Dump sites ! Mining and dump site : ok
Mineral extraction sites ! Mining and dump site : ok
Port areas ! Transportation area : ok
Road and rail networks and associated land ! Trainstation : ok
Airports ! Airport : ok
Sport and leisure facilities ! Other sport and leisure area in the green area : ok
Agricultural areas ! Agricultural area : ok
Arable land ! Agricultural area : reclassi ed
Heterogeneous agricultural areas ! Agricultural area : reclassi ed
Complex cultivation patterns ! Agricultural area : reclassi ed
Land principally occupied by agriculture, with signi cant areas of natural vegetation
Agricultural area : reclassi ed

!
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Pastures ! Agricultural area : reclassi ed
Permanent crops ! Agricultural area : reclassi ed
Non-irrigated arable land ! Arable land > 90%, at : ok
Permanently irrigated land ! Arable land > 90%, at : ok
Rice elds ! Arable land > 90%, at : ok
Annual crops associated with permanent crops ! Fruit plantations, arable-specialised
crop complexes, at : reclassi ed
Fruit trees and berry plantations ! Fruit plantations, arable-specialised crop complexes,
at : ok
Vineyards ! Vineyard, arable land - vineyard complex, at : ok
Olive groves ! Vineyard, arable land - vineyard complex, at : reclassi ed
Agro-forestry areas ! Forests : ok
Forests ! Forests : ok
Coniferous forest ! Coniferous forest dominates : ok
Broad-leafed forest ! Broad-leaved forest dominates : ok
Mixed forest ! Broad-leaved forest dominates : ok
Forests and semi-natural areas ! Sub-alpine - alpine Zone : reclassi ed
Open spaces with little or no vegetation ! Sub-alpine - alpine Zone : reclassi ed
Beaches, dunes and sand plains ! Sub-alpine - alpine Zone : reclassi ed
Burnt areas ! Sub-alpine - alpine Zone : reclassi ed
Sparsely vegetated areas ! Sub-alpine - alpine Zone : ok
Moors and heathland ! Sub-alpine - alpine Zone : ok
Scrub and/or herbaceous vegetation association ! Subalpine broad-leaved bushes, with
partial tree vegetation : reclassi ed
Natural graslands ! Subalpine broad-leaved bushes, with partial tree vegetation : reclassi ed
Sclerophyllous vegetation ! Subalpine broad-leaved bushes, with partial tree vegetation
: reclassi ed
Transitional woodland shrub ! Subalpine broad-leaved bushes, with partial tree vegetation : reclassi ed
Glaciers and perpetual snow ! Glacier : ok
Bare rocks ! Rocky terrain : ok
Water bodies ! Other areas : reclassi ed
Inland waters ! Other areas : reclassi ed
Marine waters ! Other areas : reclassi ed
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Coastal lagoons ! Other areas : reclassi ed
Estuaries ! Other areas : reclassi ed
Sea and ocean ! Other areas : reclassi ed
Wetlands ! Other areas : reclassi ed
Coastal wetlands ! Other areas : reclassi ed
Intertidal ats ! Other areas : reclassi ed
Salines ! Other areas : reclassi ed
Salt marshes ! Other areas : reclassi ed
Inland wetlands ! Other areas : reclassi ed
Inland marshes ! Other areas : reclassi ed
Peatbogs ! Other areas : reclassi ed
Water bodies ! Standing water body : ok
Water courses ! Water courses : ok
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